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ndictment returned against MMS teacher
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
The Murray Middle School teacher who
allegedly exchanged text messages with a
state trooper and then was arrested on drug
charges after meeting him was indicted today.
Ann Greenfield, 34, of Knight Road in
Murray, was indicted for misdemeanor possession of marijuana and possession of drug
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paraphernalia.
The grand jury met last week to hear the
case.
Greenfield also faced an additional charge
of conspiracy to traffic marijuana, but
according to her indictment that was filed
today in Calloway Circuit Court, the grand
jury did not indict her on that offense.
According to the indictment, she pos-

sessed less than 8 ounces of marijuana and a
drug pipe used for consumption of the drug
when she was arrested Feb. 22.
Kentucky State Police Trooper Trevor
Pervine, after receiving a text message from
someone wanting to buy marijuana, set up a
meeting at Cain's automotive dealership on
U.S. 641 North. When Greenfield arrived at
the location, she ended up not buying marl-

juana but was arrested a few minutes later by
two other undercover officers.
A physical education teacher at Murray
Middle, Greenfield was suspended with pay
for one day and then was suspended without
pay while action was pending to terminate
her teaching contract.
She is contesting the termination.

Greenfield
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The 2007 Campus/Community. Buddy
Campaign for Big Brothers Big Sisters has
reached about 25 percent of its $25,000 goal, but
has surpassed the number of fundraisers sought
to ensure success.
Campaign Co-chairs Dr. Roger Weis, Robert
Billington Jr. and Dottie Kraemer are more than
optimistic that the campaign will raise the funds
needed to provide about 2,000 Calloway County
children with adult mentors that will help them
succeed in school, home, community and life.
The effort kicked off with a goal of enlisting
25 team captains to help raise $1,000 each, but
with the recruitment of Murray State men's basketball Coach Billy Kennedy there are now 27
captains. The campaign has collected more than
$6,000 so far and participants are optimistic that
the goal will be reached and surpassed by the
mid-April target date.
The campaign is important to raising about 80
percent of the organization's annual budget and
essential to continue matching youngsters with
caring adult role models. Team captain Dr. Neil
Weber of Murray State has collected nearly twice
his target; turning in $1,700.
"All of us have had great caregivers and mentors in our lives or we wouldn't be where we
are," Weis said. "Unfortunately. lots and lots of
children in Murray and Calloway County don't
have that blessing and volunteers from BBBS
make a world of difference in their lives."
Sally Hopkins. branch manager and community president of Regions Bank. and Dr. Gary
Brockway. Murray State University vice president and provost, have volunteered to serve as
co-chairs during the fundraising effort with
Brockway representing MSU and Hopkins representing the community in the college-community effort.
The funds are needed to pay operating costs,
as well as the salary of Big Brothers Big Sisters

•See Page 2A
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at Murray-Calloway County Central Park. The event featured humerous trucks, cars and machines children
could climb on and into and get a closer look.

Pro advice may be music to
ears offuture songwriters
16

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Pictured above are Janet Miller, left, regional coordinator of
the new chapter of the Nashville Songwriters Association
International. and Kenya Walker, professional songwnter who
will serve as the chapter's "pro" advisor.
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By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
A western Kentucky chapter of the Nashville
Songwriters Association International has been
established and backers of the project are excited
about the future, according to Janet Miller. who
will serve as regional coordinator.
"We want this to be the best chapter there is of
the NSAI. We have some really big plans and we
have some great talent in this area," she noted.
Miller will be traveling to Nashville in the
future to train with the NSAI organization and she
says the local chapter will have some high goals.
"It's been a long road and we've had lots of
calls about the chapter. We are going to play by the
rules and we are going to showcase our members

and their talents. We are going to get out here and
do all kinds of things." she commented.
The NSAI chapter will meet the second
Monday night of each month at The Stables in the
Curris Center on the campus of Murray State
University.
"We believe it is important to affiliate with the
Nashville Songwriters Association International
because, among other things. they offer educational courses for writers." she said.
In addition to Miller. Nashville singer/songwriter Kenya Walker will serve as the chapter's
professional songwriting advisor. A veteran of the
Nashville music scene, she will work with the

•See Page 2A
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By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Steve Beshear, the son of a
small-town Baptist preacher, has
no misgivings in promoting
expanded gambling as a cure for
Kentucky's problems.
Rather than ceding casinostyle gaming to its neighbors, he
said, Kentucky should become a
limited player and cash in on the
projected revenue windfall to
pay for education and health
care initiatives.
"At the end
of the day, it
was not a moral
for
problem
me," Beshear,
who grew up
at
singing
church with his
siblings, said of
his advocacy
for expanded
Beshear
gambling. "I
know it is for some people."
As one of seven Democrats
running for governor, the 62year-old Lexington lawyer is
attempting a political comeback
more than a decade since his
on
appeared
last
name
Kentucky's ballot.
Beshear's resume includes
stints as a state legislator, attorney general and lieutenant governor. But his last two campaigns ended in defeat — he ran
the
for
unsuccessfully
Democratic nomination for governor in 1987 and lost to
Republican Mitch McConnell in
the 1996 Senate race.
Beshear also touts his expenence in the banking and legal
professions. He was part of a
group that formerly owned two
banks in his native western
Kentucky and has been a managing partner in a regional law
firm.
"What we need right now in
this state is strong. competent.
expenenced leadership that can
bring significant change to the
state." said the native of Dawson
Springs in Hopkins County.
Beshear's running mate is
state Sen. Daniel Mongiardo of
Hazard, who built up considerable name recognition from his
close loss to Republican incumbent Jim Bunning in a 2004 U.S.
Senate election.
Other Democrats on the ballot in the May 22 gubernatorial
primary are House Speaker Jody
Richards, Lexington lawyer
Gatewood Galbraith, former Lt.
Gov. Steve Henry, Harlan
County demolition contractor
Otis Hensley Jr.. state Treasurer
Jonathan Miller and millionaire
Louisville entrepreneur Bruce
Lunsford.
On the Republican side. Gov.
Ernie Fletcher — the first
Republican elected to the post in
more than 30 years — is chal-

•See Page 3A
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Arrests made in connection to Mayfield murder
MAYFILI.D. K
AP)
Polb.e hase
arrested three people and tharged them with
rape and murder In Lonne..11011 With the
death tit all I t ear old girl nearly seven
)ears
Jeffers Burton. 27. ot West Paducah and
it Mayfield were
lIattisra Caldwell.
arrested on Satuiday morning and t. hafged
with murder. rape and tampering With ph),s -

kir at)out 4i4 hours
Authorities said that Quincy Omar Cross,
;Iof Tipton,
.die. Tenn., was found and
arrested Sunday with the help of police in
!Eckman
Cross faces murder. kidnapping, rape and
tampering charges. He was lodged in the
McCracken ('ourity
"Although this is an active investigation,
these attests ate a significant turning point
in this ease.- said state police conunissioner
Jack Adanis.
Mayheld Police Department headed
the ins estigation hot three years but turned
the case user I.Kentuck State Police after

charges against three people were dismissed
due to the city police department's mishandling of evidence.
Joe Curnn, Jessica Cumn's father, said
that he had not talked to investigators about
the arrest.
"I don't want to make a comment nght
now until I hear more," he said. "I've been
through stuff like this before."
Burton and Caldwell were being held at
the Graves County Detention Center on SI
million bond. Cross Was lodged in the
McCracken County Detention Center, where
he remains without bond at this time.

SheriffFirePolicelogs
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• An injury crash was reported at 2-41 p.m. Thursday on Beane
Road. EMS, Murray Fire Department and Calloway County FireRescue also responded.
• A stolen utility trailer was reported on Van Cleave Road at 4:02
p.m. Thursday.
• An injury crash was reported at 11:53 a.m. Friday on Ky. 121

S<uth
•
)
A burglary was reported at 2:54 p.m. Friday on Ledbetter Road.
• Six mailboxes on Murray Paris Road were vandalized at 5:24
IL al .Ct[dente
a.m. Saturday.
• A mailbox on Murray Paris Road also was reported damaged at
Burton and ( aldw ell are a‘cused it
8:27 a.m. Saturday.
killing less', a CUM11.- whose hods is
• An injury crash was reported at 7:59 p.m. Saturday. Kentucky
lound sttaligled. beaten. stabbed and hill tied
State Police handled the collision.
Ii Aug
I, .2iMi. on the hack lawn it
• A car-versus-pedestrian injury crash was reported at 8 p.m.
Mayfield Middle St 11001 She had been dead
Saturday on Ky. 94 West. EMS also responded.
• A caller from Pondview Lane reported several items missing
from inside the residence at 7:40 a.m Sunday. A second-degree
burglary case was opened
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
• A fire at a junk yard was reported at Radio Road at 2:54 p.m.
Saturday. The tire was extinguished.
• A possible structure fire was reported on Airport Road near Poor
Farm Road at 6:19 p.m. Saturday. The fire was extinguished.
• A transformer explosion started a grass fire at 7:28 p.m.
Saturday on Brinn Road.
• A brush fire was reported on Coles Campground Road at 8:05
\II \sit \. WI, • \l'i
p rn. Saturday. The fire was extinguished.
W hen their photogiapher ,Lain
• A fire was reported on U.S. 641 South at 1.15 a.m. Sunday. The
era v. i. iolen shook, after Mc\
fire was extinguished.
es,liariged ).••‘k, isa (- 11 and
• Smoke inside a Pottertown Road residence was reported at
,1,11111kill tl:(11t-,1
10:50 a.m. Sunday. CCFR responded.
liCt CI li_ILL Itt'Crsakt:`,
• A fire started in an old garage on Faxon Road and spread into
14CtIk1111:' das
the woods. CCFR responded with 15 firefighters in four trucks at
his week thes got a plea,
4.15 p.m. Sunday. The cause is undetermined.
ant surprise when the Laincia
• A field fire that was reported on River Road at South Fourth
turned upIii .1 5 ii..1111
Street at 6:58 p m. Sunday was actually a controlled burn of
near .1
brush.
lake, a Seat atter it 111 Nalpt:diCd
• Someone at Kurtz Drive was burning trash near an abandoned
I,, list
Ill'
101
I eslle
trailer. The trash lire spread to set the trailer on fire. The blaze
said alai her -in was
then spread to the woods. CCFR responded at 7'04 p.m. Sunday
cutting 145
lir:, arid 51i list
with 17 firefighters in four trucks.
the t .1111t1,1 Inside lt its //1.11, I
Murray Police Department
1111“rilla11,01 it the 1,11“h
• A neighbor reported the garage door up at 1409-A Michelle
!MCI,
haf
GREG TRAVIS,tedger & Times Drive on Friday afternoon when the other was out of town. Items
said
A GOOD DAY FOR WORKING OUTDOORS: Thomas McDaniel, right, and his neighbor were reported missing_ A burglary report officially was filed at 7:29
hen he
Limon Lovett found Friday afternoon's warm temperatures perfect for working outdoors at p.m. Saturday.
men:Has
plugged the Lanwra
• Forged prescriptions were reported at 2:40 p.m. Friday at West
McDaniel s residence on Dudley Drive.
card into his t.t)iiiptiter and the
Kentucky Surgical.
photos appeared instantly
• A stolen bicycle was reported at the Calloway County Public
Library at 6:42 p.m. Saturday.
!h.))
I almoa
• Vandalism was reported at 82 Stanford at 8:53 a.m. Saturday.
Boesr•ti
l to thirik
•
• Vandalism was reported at 312 S. 15th St. at 11:18 a.m.
ing, this bride i gol ig,.•
Saturday.
IS critty el when she ink!, ,•Ill
From Front
• Someone came into the police station at 509 p.m. Saturday to
Karen 5o011100-I
report a theft.
couldii I espies-,
nal tt Slit
satellite manager Stuy Crook.
• Extra patrol was requested following two criminal mischief comWas to see the pli•ito,
When Big Brothers Big
plaints One was made at 7:47 p.m. Saturday at Northwinds #18
-We lust thi•lighi I Ili LLcIl
Sisters it Calloway County was and second was reported at 11:32 p.m. Sunday
at Northwinds
tke't
11W111.11I's
sh,
first organued in the 1990s. #17.
said
his I,
,orrieihm0MSI-s men's basketball and the • A burglary was reported at 1706B Brooklyn Drive at 11:09 p.m.
11C t
014,1101 tt s' ti
11.i
Murray Woman's Club formed Sunday.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
the ongmal ii ut It- tJ if the effort
and citations from various agencies.
with the help it many other
community leaders. BBBS officials note that 95 percent of the
children chosen to be
NOTICE
brothers" or "little sisters" have
1111 The Muney-Ganoway
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County Hospital Board of
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Trustees will me.et at 11 30
for BBBS serYiLes. Adult men
Henry who The class will
Wedne,rtay in Mr)
a m
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Big Sisters is a vital program 100 Webb mill Angela Ki- 121 and own. The end 24.
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Chet) Wright and co-written collaboration
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the songwriting
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Pellegrino.
Kaset is was a 12"The difference a menu rung
class contact
in special session at 4 30 p rn
adult can make in a child's life is 111)ted for is
"Something In song
CD the Murray
Wednesday to consider a
incredible. It can mean the dit- Red" recorded by Lori Morgan.
titled State
request for .1 rear setback
An Alabama native, Walker "Alligator University
lerence from success to failure.
variance fur priperty Terry
The 2000 census stated that we has been a Music Row staff Purse.Office of NonItki
Canerdy owns at
writer, a lifetime network tele- S ii 111 e Credit
hase oser 2000 children in sinCollege k arm Road
vision songwriter/performer, a people work Programs at 1gle family homes in our county
la To report a Town C I lt,f
and others whose parents are not script writer and a stage per- really hard 800-669-7654,
t.
item (,,i1
available." she said. "All of former She has scored staff and
they ext 3659. For
more informathese children and more deserve positions at May pop Music
want it really
ow ned hy Alabama, the country
TOM BERRY,tedger 8 Times a caring adult to guide them
badly." she tion about the
music group of the 20th centu- said of song - local NSAI
Hopkiri‘, branch manager and community president of through the humps of life
chapter conry),
Hayes Street Music iowned
believe
in
this
program and the
writing
Bank. right and Dr Gary Brockway, vice president
tact
Miller at
bymH
yall of Fame member Don "Songs have
or isi t
Murray State University, lett, serve as hon- difference it makes in kids lives s,
293-7252.
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, Big Sisters now underway
After opening her "Ruby long time. I want the local writable"
Gardenia- show Li us e. single- ers to have a turnip for their
(Ow!ty
character performance with Maworks. and I want us to grow
Being A 'Big Brother' or 'Big Sister'
liugue and stung) to a packed together and help each other
OC a
fr
•
•• , •
•
•
as the lives of as children is inestimable according to Crook She
house at Nash
tamed
with writing songs."
••• ••• • , ,•• •
••
from both adult mentors and youngsters involved in either the BBBS
Bluebird Cate. she entered into
She said it is imponant for
r),••
I ,i CI,JIY1,17tillay-baSed programs and provided them to the
Murray Ledger & Times The
(0/11(044/f/tAy eiql(tc
an el.:Insp..: talent agreement
Writers to respect each other and
•
if parents and children participating in the program. as well as some of the mentors are contrwith Stage 4 Entertainment to she will "offer advice" about the
.:. hist names have been withheld
handle hooking arrangements. many aspects of songwriting
r Madison met her Big Sister Halite, and they have had over a year being matched, (I)
1.
She is currently filling her calen- and the music business. "But we
it, eif that Madison now has self-confidence, her self-esteem has gone up and she is generally
'r , appiertill Just that extra little bit of attention from a mentor has helped her to excel in all areas
dar for the 2007 season.
all need to have realistic expec• ;Apnette 0
As a "pro" advisor. Walker tations. Songwriters can dream,
41
0 a#fe Caefre"f ttit•
long Brandon as my Big Brother' was really cool: said "little brother" Aaron
"He graduated in
will discuss her successes and hut turning those dreams into
[
.inif I really miss him Getting a new 'Big Brother' soon will be great failures along the road that have reality. takes a lot of really
hard
_Jessica is the very best Big Sister' ever She comes to my school and eats lunch with me, then
1(e4ef 442(/ffarte"r
led her to wntmg marquee songs work." she noted. "Some
she helps me with homework
said 'little sister Billie
people
for various artists. She will also are not cut out to be a
"little brother- Freddie said -Toya is a fun 'Big Sister like beating her in games She doesn't
pro, but
fla
talk about what it takes to break rather should wnte to
to rn.nd as long as we have tun We laugh a lot "
increase
into the music business.
ithe brother Alex said At first Cassie just came to see me at school, then we changed (to the
the quality of their lives."
BBBS • orerrunity-based programi so we could do other tun things not at school She took me to a
"I believe in the power of a
The course offers an insider's
ife-a/FaiDe,
MSU basketball game and it was fun song, in the magic of a mekxly
view of the Nashville music
For more information about the BBBS program. contact Suzy Crook at 759-2227 or come by the
and the poetry of words. I industry. Walker and
her special
BBBS office on the second floor of the BB& T bank building in downtown Murray The mailing address
believe in the ability that music guests will cover such topics
is Big Brothers Big Sisters. P0 Box 1182, Murray. KY 42071 To make a donation, contact Weis at
as:
has to move people and to Hu Song Structure.
809-3808 Weis can also be contacted by e-mail at roger weisOmurraystate edu
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change their lives," she said. "At a Great Song and
What it Takes
a commercial level you have to to be a Pro
Songwnter, Building
create a product that makes a Song, Inspiration
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Because
money. but artistically, you Songwnting for TV
and Movies:
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Need Coverage For Their
write what God sends you."
Special music industry guests
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KestuckylnBrief
Western Kentucky community listed
among top 10 towns using eBay col-

I.ARNIINGTON. Ky (API - Kiss rock band memorabilia
lector Barry Carr realized he could turn his longtime hobby into a
thriving business when he saw the demand for the sniff on eBay.
"I literally make my living off eBay, and it's very profitable,- he
said. "I was a Kiss geek in high school. Everybody made fun of me,
and now look.Carr's growing worldwide business selling Kiss boots, costumes,
lifelike homemade mannequins and even customized Kiss dolls and
Per dispensers is a significant factor in tiny Farmington, about 35
miles south of Paducah, ranking seventh nationally among all towns
in per capita eBay use.
Fred and Margaret Merida also are big contnbutors to the ranking by selling collectibles called ephemera, a hodgepodge of old
postcards. greeting cards, pictures and other things that most people
toss. They gain value as they grow older and rarer and are expertly
packaged and presented.
"Over the past seven years. 1.4.-e've made a lot of money.- Fred
Merida said. "Let's put it that way.'
Farmington. population 987, had more than 3.(K/0 eBay listings
during a three-week survey by the company in November. The town
boasted 56 users of the world's leading e-commerce Web who peddled items with an average sale price of $22.

AP

at the
PAINTING FOR POLICE: Inmate Rob Penrose carefully cuts around the lettering while painting a mural in a hallway
Davies County Detention Center. in Owensboro. Ky.

Beshear attempts ...
From Front

Steven L. Beshear Bio Info

lenged by former U.S. Rep.
Anne Northup of Louisville and
Paducah businessinan Bills
Harper.
Besheal has U/1‘ eiled an
uplit t
to
ambitious plan
Kentucky. pinning much of his
agenda on a proposed constitutional amendment that would
allow casino gambling. If elected governor he intends to use
his bully pulpit to prod the
General Assembly into putting
the proposal on the ballot.
"We need a significant intai,ion of reveaue if we are going
to make any major strides at all
in education, in health care and
in economic des elopment in our
state,- Beshear said.
Previous efforts to expand
gambling made no headway in
the legislature. hut Beshear said
his election would offer a clear
mandate that titers want to
decide the issue.
He said Kentuckians are paying enough taxes now and sees
expanded gambling as the
answer.

It would tap into a proven
demand. Already. Kentuckians
are spending huge sums each
year at casinos operating along
the state's border, he said. He
wants to staunch that outflow of
money.
"That money right now is
going to educate Indiana's kids.
pave roads in West Virginia and
lower health care costs in
Illinois.- he said. "It's time to
bring that money home.''
Michael Baranowski, a political scientist at Northern
University. said
Kentucky
Beshear has focused on an issue
that "matters to a lot of people.
and could make a real difference
especially in a tight race.Beshear.,
01
Some
Democratic rivals also advocate
putting the expanding gambling
issue on the ballot and talk about
spending the extra revenue. but
Beshear is aiming the strongest
supporters.
The Res. John Dunaway of
Henderson. a retired Baptist
preacher. said he'd prefer to
keep casino gambling out ot
Kentucky, but thinks voters base
the nght to decide.
If expanded gambling reaches the ballot, he thinks it would
win approval.
-The truth is, Baptists.
Methodists and Pentecostals
sited the lottery in. and I sus-

AGE; 62
HOME: Lexington
FAMILY: Married to Jane
Beshear, with two children and
one grandchild.
OCCUPATION: Lawyer at
Stites & Harbison
PARTY: Democrat
EXPERIENCE: Elected to
state House of
Representatives in 1974.
elected Kentucky attorney
general in 1979 and elected
lieutenant governor in 1983.
Ran for governor, but lost, in
the 1987 Democratic primary.
Also lost 1996 bid for U.S.
Senate.
EDUCATION: Bachelors
degree in history from the
University of Kentucky in
1966: law degree from UK in
1968.
RUNNING MATE: State Sen.
Daniel Mongrardo
WEB SITE:
http:stevebeshear.com
pect we'd vote this in."
Dunaway said in a phone interview.
Dunaway, a former president
Baptist
Kentucky
of the
Convention, spoke with Beshear
about expanded gambling during the candidate's recent stop in
Henderson.
Dunaway has known Beshear
(or years and calls him "a man
of integrity.-

Beshear said another use tor
Ihe retired preacher said
gambling proponents need to gambling money would be to
recognize the social problems it expand health care and prescripcauses and have programs to tion drug coverage.
His goal is to ensure health
treat addicted gamblers. Beshear
said some gambling revenues coverage for all Kentuckians_ In
should go to help compulsive crafting such a plan, he said, he
would take a broad view by
gamblers.
Beshear said he wants to studying health care programs
limit the expansion of gambling that are working in other states.
He said two initiatives could
to some race tracks as well as a
handful of freestanding casinos be done sooner — guaranteeing
strategically placed along the health coverage for every
Kentucky child and providing
state's border.
"It will be limited, it will be state assistance to help fill the
benefit gap in the Medicare prestrictly controlled.- he said.
Still, he projects such a plan scription plan for the elderly.
Beshear said he learned the
would generate at least $500
million a year in additional rev- value of public service long ago
from his parents. His father was
enue.
His plans for spending the a preacher. and his parents
money include a cash infusion owned the local furniture store
for education — from preschool and a funeral home.
-Our parents raised us with a
In college.
Beshear said he wants to strong sense of morality, a
make. preschool programs avail- strong sense of values and a
able' to-youngsters at an earlier strong sense of responsibility
age to improve their chances for . and accountability,- he said.
Beshear played basketball
success. He Wants to 'reduce
high school dropout rates and and baseball and sang in the
the need for college remedial choir in high school, where he
courses. He also wants to was valedictorian of his class of
increase state support tor public 28 stddents. He received bacheuniversities to halt big tuition lor's and law degrees at the
University of Kentucky.
increases.
Beshear enjoyed a string of
"It is getting to where our
own kids in Kentucky can't go election successes until 1987,
to our own schools because of when he lost in the Democratic
the cost of tuition,- Beshear gubernatorial primary, followed
said, blaming state officials for by his loss to McConnell in
not adequately funding higher 1996.
education.

Woman who recently moved to
Detroit from Ky. found strangled
A Kentucky woman who recently moved to
DETROIT tAP,
the city with her 7-year-old son and boyfriend of four months was
found strangled in an apartment, police and family members said.
Authonues believe Armenia White, 35, was strangled Fnday. The
Detroit News reponed. Police went to the apartment after receiving
a 911 call from a man saying he had strangled his girlfriend.
White's son was am the apartment when police arrived, the newspaper said.
l)arryl Sensely. 43. was arrested Friday and arraigned Sunday on
a first-degree murder charge. He was denied bond and held at the
Wayne County Jail. It convicted, he laces a mandatory term of life
in prison without pan dc.
Family members say White worked as a waitress at a Louisville
sandwich shop before moving to Detroit.

Fair Board wants to raze Cardinal
Stadium, build amphitheater
lawmak-

Ihe State Fair Board wants
Ky
Nit 1SV
ers to approve a measure that would tear down decaying Cardinal
Stadium and put a gleaming I 2,000-seat amphitheater in its place.
The board will introduce the $41 million project to the General
Assembly next year. Nearly half the money would go toward either
replacing or relocating facilities currently housed in the stadium.
The amphitheater. which would be used mostly for concerts, is
high on the board's priority list for nest vear. The board approved
six-year capital-improvement plan tor the Expo Center and the
Kentucky International Convention Center at a meeting last week.
The plan includes finding a new way to attract high-profile acts
to the fair site. Though Cardinal Stadium has been through a lot in
its 51 years. housing Louisville football and baseball teams. minor
league baseball and major concerts. it Is badly' in need of repairs said
Fair Board President Harold Workman.
Rather than renovate the stadium, the Fair Board would like to
put in an amphitheater with 12.000 permanent seats while possibly
providing addition seating on a berm. Workman estimated the
amphitheater could cost as much as $20 million, with an additional
$2 million needed to demolish the stadium.
The amphitheater has not been designed. and it wouldn't be open
until 2010 at the earliest even it the General Assembly approves the
funding next year.
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MURRAY APPLIANCE
212 E. Main Street • 753-15.86

Openings For New Clients
Individual, Small Business & Farm Returns
Limited Openings • Call Now!

MURRAY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MURRAY PRESCHOOL HEAD START
PRESCHOOL SCREENING
Friday, March 30, 2007 • 8 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
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To make an appointment or for information regarding preschool or this screening

CALL 809-3262.

753-6069

Conferences will be held on the day' of the screening to share results
and the screening will take approximately one hour.

Taxes by Joyce, Inc.
917 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY 42071

Murray. Preschool Head Start is accredited by the Nath,lial /1S:44-label!.for the
Education of Young Children (NAEIC)and the' Natrona! Accredttattoh

It's 10 a.m.
Do you know where your old 401(k) is?

WOODMEN A
oftheWORI,D

I

11,

Featuring
Spa Manicure
& Pedicure,
Acrylic Nails,
Ear Candling
& Permanent
Cosmetics.

We can help you bring it home. Call today
to find out how to rollover your 401(k).
Nancy Buchanan. F1CF
Registered Represontatiy
(270)767-0077
cell 270-293-1822

VAC

All returns filed electronically.

Shelia Crouse. FICF
Registered Representative
270-753-4741
cell 270-293-7197

m"..

Barry Newsome
*guttered Representatly
270-753-3422
cell 270-804-1175

330 CC Lowry Drive
Murray, KY 42071

IRA fixed
401(k) not offered as a product Products offered are IRA variable annuities,
through
annuities, and IRA mutual funds Securities are offered and processed
877-664-3332,
68102,
NE
Omaha,
St.,
Farnam
1700
Inc.,
Services.
Financial
Woodmen
World Life
member NASD/SIPC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Woodmen of the
funds are
Mutual
Society.
Insurance
Life
Woodmen
Omaha
Insurance Society and/or
Insurance
issued by companies that are not affiliated with Woodmen of the World Life
and fixed
Society and/or Omaha Woodmen Life Insurance Society. Variable annuities
NE
Omaha,
Society.
Insurance
Life
World
the
of
Woodmen
by
issued
are
annuities

Hours: Mon. & Dies. 3:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Wed. & Thurs. 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. • Fri. 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Saturday by Appointment
Jerri Elliott LPN Owner/Operator
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Maple • Murray, Kentucky 42071 • 270-293-8859
rachellesnailsPhotmail.com
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By the time you read this, the final
hours ot the 2007 Regular Session of
the Kentucky General Assembly will
upon us IThe session ends Tueday.1
Howeter, I would like to update you
some hills that have passed both the
House and the Senate as of the 28th
day of the 10-day session. These bills
hate been delivered to the Governor
tor his signature into law. I will compose a Legislative Update later that
still include all oil the most important
pieces of legislation that finally make
it through both houses of the legislaillTe
Senate Bill 134 requires all cigarettes sold and distributed in Kentucky
to comply with tire-sate pertormance
standard. Some of the compliance
standards are ignition propensity testing, requiring manutactures periodic
reporting to the Legislature and submitting written critic:nums to the
state These cigarettes will he marked
as lire safe with a "FS" on the packaging
Cotton tanners v.ould
relief
through House Bill 192 It directs the
( itniiniuussiotter of A gric u Imre to create
4_

Freer SC

and carry out programs to eliminate
boll weevils, which
cause considerable
damage to cotton
crops. The Commissioner can also designate areas in the
state where cotton
cannot be grown
and prohibit cotton
being imported
from
Legislative
into the state from
Update
areas determined to
By Rep. Melvin be infested.
Henley
House Bill 378
R-Murray
brings Kentucky into
compliance with
recent federal changes to Medicare
benefits. Physical examinations are
required to be performed no more than
30 days, rather than seven days, before
admission to an acute care or psychiatric hospital. This new time frame
allows physical conditions requiring
medication to be resolved before
admittance to a specialized healthcare
center.
When students enroll in schools out-

side of their home district they are
classified as a non-resident, and that
school must enter into a contract with
the home school district regarding that
student.
House Bill 285 clarifies this contract by directing the Commissioner of
Education and the Kentucky Board cif
Education to make a decision when
local districts cannot agree relating to
a nonresident student contract.
Mothers who breastfeed their children or express breastmilk will be
excused from jury service under Senate
Bill Ill. This exemption will last until
the child is old enough that the mother is no longer breastfeeding.
I can be reached through the tollfree message line at 1-800-372-7181 or
by e-mail at
Melvin@melvinhenley.com. Those with
hearing impairments may leave messages for me by calling the TTY message line at 1-8(X)-896-0305.
You might also wish to visit my.
Web site at http://melvinhenley.com,
where past Legislative Updates have
been archived for reference.

Brent Bozell's sense of balance
I. Brent liozell III is
tounder and president ot the
Media Research Center
org u. the openly consert ant e media v,atch organization that has
been documenting and challenging liberal bias in the
mainstream news media since
1987 I talked to the nationally syndicated op-ed columnist March 21 hy telephone
from his offices in Washington, where he was preparing
tot MR(", 20th birthday
gala
Q What is the mission ot
the Media Research Center'
A: It is to document,
expose and neutralize the liberal media
Q And the main outposts
the liberal media are'
Historically it has
lx•eri the Big Three networks
by y inue of their audiences
And though their audiences
have been cut in halt in the
last 10 years, they still
remain strong. But this term
"the liberal news media" has
morphed into many other
things. It is now in the
Internet. It is newspapers -prominently so. It's the wire
service. Its the news magazines. So there is a vast
left-wing conspiracy out
there.
Q: What is your working
definition of "media bias"?
A: I've always believed
that every reporter is biased.
Every human being who hasn't been lobotomized is
biased. The problem isn't
bias The problem is not
acknowledging the bias that
you have. The problem with
most liberals in the media is
that they make no effort
whatsoever to keep their
biases in check.
Q: How do you prove to
a skeptic that the mainstream
media is biased in a liberal
way? What's some of the
ammunition you use?
A: Countless surveys
(laughs). National surveys —
not just of the public but of
the media themselves, where
they acknowledge the bias
they have. I simply invite
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anyone to
turn on the
television
any day of
the week or
to pick up
the front
page of The
New York
Times or
The WashNewsmaker ington Post.
Interviews The bias is
there and
By Bill
Steigerwald it's screaming, because
Syndicated
the left has
Columnist
become
unhinged in the last few
years and liberals in the
press are making no effort
whatsoever to restrain themselves
Q. When you say bias,
are you talking about the
personal bias of the journalist, or the bias in the way a
story is presented, or
whether a story is even covered at all -- or all of
those?
A: Biases can be found in
many ways. It begins with
the story selection — what
is news? That's a subjective
call. It is the direction that
the news story takes. It is
the lead. It is the opening
paragraph. It is the conclusion. It is the people interviewed. It is the parts of the
interviews of the people who
you interviewed. It's the
editing process. The bias can
be found in many, many different ways.
Q: A bias is a problem
when it is in news, nght,
not editonals?
A. Yeah. Take The Wall
Street Journal. You'll find
more news in the editorial
section and more editorials
in the news section. There is
a place for everything in a
newspaper. One's opinions
ought to go on the op-ed
pages, not on the front
pages. But liberals in the
press don't know that distinction.
Q: This is not a question
of you being a social or fiscal conservative who is

unhappy because you" pm
of view is outnumbered or
isn't being emphasized?
A: The last thing I want
is a conservatite bias in the
news media. It would be the
same problem. What you
want is the search for truth.
What you want is reporters
to stnve for the Holy Grail
of journalism — which is
objectivity. You want them to
incorporate balance. You
want them to be fair. But
most importantly, you want
them to he accurate.
Q: Why are most mainstream outlets liberal?
A: There are three natural
habitats for liberalism in
American society: academia,
the arts and the news media.
In all three fields they can
use their talents to make a
better world as they see it.
Q: And they try.
A: Well, they're driven by
it. So many of them are
elitists — to the point of
arrogance. They really do
believe that the world is
filled with little people and
they are the purveyors of
truth. They see themselves as
having not just the right but
a responsibility to promote
that truth as they see it
through those three branches.
Q: What do you think of
YouTube? It's a totally open
platform that anyone can put
anything up on. We just saw
the Hillary Clinton spoof on
the 1984 Apple commercial
make news.
A: Well, good news and
had news. The good news of
the Internet is the ability for
so much more information to
get to the public that doesn't
have to go through the filter
of CBS News. The had
news is that it is a playground for mischief for those
who want to promote things
that are not true. We're
starting to sec that. Just look
at Wikipedia. It's a perfect
example of this. It is a new
online encyclopedia, yet anybody can put anything on
there they want to — and
there are people lying there
with abandon.

Q: With all that specialized media out there now,
does the mainstream media
have a greater responsibility
to offer either ideological
diversity or to be fairer or
more neutral in their
approaches?
A: I don't think so. l
think they've always had that
responsibility. Isn't it interesting that no one calls himself
a "reporter" anymore? Everyone's a "journalist." A
reporter's job is to report the
news — period — and nothing more. -That's why they
don't call themselves
reporters. They don't want to
do just that.
Q: What should it newspaper or TV network do to
avoid bias?
A: The first thing is to
he honest with yourself and
recognize your own biases.
We all have them. Then the
second thing is to do what
you need to do to offset that
bias by incorporating other
voices and to recuse yourself
from the coverage of a story
if you can't help but
advance a certain position.
Q: Which is more biased.
CNN or Fox?
A: If you were to add up
the names of every on-air
personality on Fox News
who is a self-identified liberal Democrat, you will find
more liberal Democrats on
Fox News than you will find
conservatives on every other
network combined.
Q: Have any major media
outlets made a conscious
effort to balance their news
or opinion coverage to at
least try to balance their
news and opinion?
A: Yes. Fox News, And
Fox News is obsessive about
this. Beyond Fox, from time
to time you will see a network try that — CNN.
MSNBC. And yet they just
seem ultimately to gravitate
back to their old ways.
Bill Steigerwald is a
colwrinist at the Pittsburgh
Tribune-Review. E-mail Bill
at bsteigenvald@tribweb.corn.
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Obituaries
Mrs. Nellie Rudolph Kopperud

COM

•••••••

Mrs. Hattie Rudolph Kopperud, 96, Main Street, Murray. died
saturday, March 24, 2007, at 7:05 p.m. at her home.
A graduate of Paducah Tilghman High
School, she attended business school in Virginia.
A homemaker, she had been a member of First
Presbyterian Church of Murray for more than 60
years.
A charter member of Murray Country Club.
Murray Civic Music Association and Presidents
Club of Murray State University, she was also a
member of Murray Woman's Club, a former
member and president of the Southwestern
Kopperud Dental Auxiliary (1963), and the state dental
convention chairperson in 1962.
Her husband, Dr. Alvin Hanley Kopperud, preceded her in death.
Born Nov. 17, 1910, in Paducah, she was the daughter of the late
Willard Rudolph and Ella Payne Rudolph.
Survivors include one son, Bill Kopperud and wife, Kathy,
Murray; two grandchildren, Kristin Kopperud, Lexington. and John
Hanley Kopperud, Louisville.
The funeral will be Wednesday at II a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. David Montgomery and Rev. Dr. Ann
Marie Montgomery will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation
will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Tuesday. Expressions of
sympathy may be made to First Presbyterian Church Building Fund.
1606 Poplar St., Murray, Ky., 42071, or Calloway County Public
Library, 710 Main St.. Murray. Ky., 42071.

Mrs. Carmen Payne
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Mrs. Carmen Payne, 70, Murray. died Saturday. March 24. 2007.
at 5:50 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
She was born March I. 1937, and was a member of Second
Christian Church, Mayfield. Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home
is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Melda Faye Foy
Mrs. Melda Faye Foy, 79, Hurt Drive, Murray, formerly of the
Lynn Grove community, died Saturday. March 24, 2007, at 8:30
p.m. at Murray-Calloway'County Hospital.
A homemaker, she was a former cook at Jerry's Restaurant and
Triangle Inn. She was a member of Salem Baptist Church.
Born June 4, 1927, in Henry County, Tenn., she was the daughter
of the late Davy Lee Paschall and Bessie Mae Cochran Paschall.
Survivors include her husband, Cleveland Foy, to whom she was
married Aug. I, 1953, in Corinth, Miss.; two daughters, Mrs.
Patricia Robertson and husband, Steve, Murray, and Mrs. Paula
Frederick and husband, Herb, Calloway County; six grandchildren,
Michael Robertson. Benton, Bill Robertson, Murray, Joe Robertson,
Nashville, Tenn., Tony Robertson, Mayfield, and Jonathan David
Frederick and Catherine Frederick, both of Calloway County; seven
great-grandchildren. The funeral will be Tuesday at II a.m. at Salem
Baptist Church, Lynn Grove. Bro. Charlie Simmons and Bro.
William Whitlow will officiate. Burial will follow in the Salem
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 5 to 9
p.m. today (Monday)and from 10 to 11 a.m. Tuesday at the church.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Heart
Association. Kentucky Region, 240 Whittington Parkway.
Louisville, Ky., 40222.

Mrs. Josephine E. Hancock
The funeral for Mrs. Josephine E. Hancock will be Tuesday at 10
a.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Fr.
Mike Williams will officiate. Music will be by Oneida White. pianist
and vocalist.
Pallbearers will be Terry Johnson and Michael Noel.
Entombment will :011ow in the Murray Memorial Gardens
Mausoleum. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m.
today (Monday). Prayers will be said at 6 tonight (Monday) at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Hancock. 90. Atlanta, Ga., formerly of Belmont Drive.
Murray, died Friday. March 23. 2007. at 8:01 a.m. at Hospice of

Atlanta.
A retired banker in New York City for many years before retiring
to Murray, she was also employed at Wal-Mart in Murray before
full-time retirement. She was a member of St. Leo Catholic Church.
Murray, and a former niember of Suburban Homemakers Club. She
was an avid gardener.
She was married June 8, 1952, to Roy Hancock, who died Dec.
26, 1983. Also preceding her in death were one sister, Violet
Sarnecky, and two brothers. Michael Schultz and Joseph Schultz.
Born Aug. 3, 1916, in Cokeburg. Pa.. she was the daughter of the
late John Schultz and Josephine Cresavatich Schultz.
Survivors include one son, Stephen Hancock. Atlanta; one niece.
Jacqueline Lewis, Weatogne, C'onn.

Mrs. Maxine Mathis

The funeral for Mrs. Maxine Mathis was Sunday at 3:30 p.m. in
the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Gene Gilliland and
Sonny Rommelman officiated. Burial was in the Strow Cemetery.
Benton.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
West Kentucky Youth Camp. 301 Youth Camp
Road, Marion, Ky., 42064.
Mrs. Mathis. 78. West 16th Street, Benton.
died Thursday. March 22. 2007, at 7 p.m. at
Marshall County Long-Term Care.
A secretary and member of Benton Church of
Christ. she also worked with the West Kentucky
Prison Ministry.. She was a lifetime member of
West Kentucky Youth Camp.
Her husband, James Perry Mathis. preceded
Mathis
her in death. She was the daughter of the late
Max Hayden and Ethel Brown Hayden.
Survivors include one daughter. Jimmie Sue Mathis. one sister.
Mrs. Shirley Meredith. and one nephew, David Meredith. all of
Benton; one son. Johnny Max Mathis, and one niece, Tracy
Hopkins, both of Almo: several other nieces and nephews.

Loft says Senate won't pass Iraq War timetable
AASHINGTON (AP) With his go-it-alone approach
on Iraq, President Bush is flouting Congress and the public, so
angering lawmakers that some
consider impeachment an option
over his war policy, a senator
from Bush's own party said
Sunday.
Meanwhile. the Senate's No.
2 Republican leader harshly criticized House Democrats for setting an "artificial date- fOr withdrawing troops from Iraq and
said he believes Republicans
have enough votes to prevent
passage of a similar bill in the
Senate.
"We need to put that kind of
decision in the hands of our
commanders who are there on
the ground with the men and
women," said Sen. Trent Lou.
R-Miss. "For Congress to
impose an artificial date of any
kind is totally irresponsible."
GOP Sen. Chuck Nagel of
Nebraska, a member of the
Relations
Foreign
Senate
Committee and a frequent critic
of the war, stopped short of calling for Bush's inipeachment.
But he made clear that some
lawmakers viewed that as an
option should Bush choose to
push ahead despite public sentiment against the war.
"Any president who says. I
don't care, or I will not respond
to what the people of this country' are saying about Iraq or anything else. or I don't care what
the Congress does. I am going to
proceed - if a president really
believes that, then there are what I was pointing out, there
are ways to deal with that,- said
Nagel, who is considering a
2008 presidential run.
The White House had no
immediate reaction Sunday to
1-lagers comments. The Senate
planned to begin debate Monday
on a war spending bill that
would set a nonbinding goal of
March 31. 2008, for the removal
of combat troops. That comes
after the House narrowly passed
a bill Friday that would pay for
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan
this year but would require that
combat troops come home from
Iraq before September 2008 or earlier if the Iraqi government
did not meet certain requirements. On Sunday. Nagel said
he was bothered by Bush's
apparent disregard of congressional sentiment on Iraq, such as
his decision to send additional
troops. He said lawmakers now
stood ready to stand up to the
president when necessary. In the
April edition of Esquire magazine. Hagel described Bush as
someone who doesn't believe
he's accountable to anyone.
"He's not accountable anymore.
which isn't totally true. You can
impeach him, and before this is
over, you might see calls for his
impeachment. I don't know. It
depends on how this goes."
Hagel told the magazine.
In his weekly address
accused
Bush
Saturday.
Democrats of partisanship in the
House vote and said it would cut
the number of troops below a
level that U.S. military commanders say they need. Vice

border patrol and other in,
sions.
"That, combined with a very

STOCK
l
"

aggresso,c. diplomatic effort in
the region is what we're going to
need to have.- he said.

MARKET REPORT

Investments Since 1854

AP
In this photo provided by FOX News, Sen. Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif., and Sen. Trent Lott, RMiss., appear on "Fox News Sunday" in Washington, Sunday.
not comfortable with how things
President Dick Cheney also our In',olvement."This is not a monarchy.- he have gone in Iraq.- Lott said.
accused Democrats of undermining U.S. troops in Iraq and added, referring to the possibili- "But they understand that artifiof sending a message to terror- ty that sonic lawmakers may cial timetables, even as goals,
ists that America will retreat in seek impeachment. -There are are a problem. ...We will try to
w ays to deal with it. And I take out the arbitrary dates.the face danger.
Sen. Bill Nelson, D-1-la., said
situation
would hope the president under"We have clearly a
the Senate bill seeks to heed the
where the president has lost the stands that.Lott said setting withdrawal recommendations of the biparticonfidence of the American people in his war effort.- Hagel dates is a futile and potentially san Iraq Study Group by setting
said. "It is now time. going into dangerous exercise because a goal of withdrawing some
the fifth year of that effort, for Bush has made clear he will veto troops while leaving others
behind to train the Iraqi army for
the Congress to step forward and any such legislation.
"There are members in the
be part of setting sonic boundaries and some conditions as to Senate in both parties that are
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Head of
Household
Free Burial Space
We are proud to announce
a new program to protect
our valued families in
the Murray area. The
purpose of this program is to
provide families in the
Murray area that do not own
cemetery property with a

$700 FREE BURIAL SPACE
IN ONE OF OUR FINEST
GARDENS.
Ifyou don't make your cemetery arrangements

who will?
YOUR CU/Of To WESTERN Alwrvoky
S NORTA/WEST Timvissfis BEST 81/YS/
PAW SAAAVY Magnis woof# orneat
0.1 Smacr SAVER 44/0 YOU COVG9 WM(90
DerTIVLS At MOP /VW

FOR A COPY
/Al YOUR COM NEWS' RACK
EVERY WEDNESDAY/

Surely you do not want to leave this responsibility to your loved ones. Now is
the time to take advantage of this special offer and send in the reply card to
reserve your free space and relieve your family of unnecessary burden.

270-753-2654
.rand •1 dm &Med line. Include all information an me ran arryr
This afar good for prosrrangement• only laotsrh mph

76/4414 OR 1-800193-2054

more quirkiy.

Without obligation I would like to receive information on the following:
Head of Household Burial Space $700 free space certificate.
3Credits up to $1400 for Veterans' New Mausoleum 'Wall of Honor."
Free Family Record Guide.
.3 Free child and grandchild Protection.
Name:
Address:
Zip:

City:
Telephone Number:

To .ACE AN AD PAIOAlf•

Vag

No. in Household:

Email:
N111000 AlO 15

Return to: 3223 US Hwy. 641 N., Murray, KY 42071
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Need Line lists special needs
and announces fundraiser

Murray Woman's Cub will
recognize contest winners
Ihe Murray Woman s Club
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Grades 7-9, Short Stories.
no entries, Poetry: Hale) Stewart, lust, Kathryn Parlato, second. Shelby Crouch, third
Sponsoring teacher was Hope
[lister
Grades 1(1-12. Short Stones.
Wesley Bohn. tirst. Poetry Joey
Skaggs. first, Sarah Doran. seciind. Alan Manning, third. Honorable Mention. Mad), 'Ire
vathan and Aaron Politick
Sponsoring teachers were Laurie Edminster and Lisa Politick
Clubwoman Poetry Lillian
Rohertson. first place
First Place winners will coin
pile
with other students
throughout Kentucky in April
at the state convention of Ken
I uck y Federation ot Women
Clubs in Louis% tile
Alt student winners. then
I amilies and sponsoring teachets are ins lied to attend the
meeting and a reception to tol
low on thursday Ribbons arid
certificates will be awarded to
all winning students First place
winners in student short story
and poetry will receise cash
awards from the 'theta Depart
tile ill

Retreshments will he set yea
Hostesses will be members ot
the Garden and /eta Depart
went.
A short business meeting
tor club women will he held
billowing the reception
For further information, con
tact Gale Vinson, first
e
president. at TS; 5452

Murray-Calloway County Need Line has
released a list of items which are at a low
stage now to fill the baskets for clients.
They include saltine crackers, cereal,
spaghetti sauce, jiffy corn meal mix and
canned meat for the pantry; eggs and bread
for the cooler/freezer; dish liquid, toddler
size tooth brushes, razors and diapers size
4 and 5 for personal hygiene and cleaning supplies; and large brown paper bags.
Tonia Casey, director, also announced
that the Murray State University NutriBy Jo Burkeen tion and Pottery/Ceramic programs is havCommunity ing a fundraiser with all proceeds to go
to Need Line. This will be Thursday in
Editor
the second floor ballroom of the Curris
Center with lunch from 11 LIB. to 1 p.m. and dinner from
5 to 6:30 p.m. The price is $12 and that includes soup and
a bowl of your choice.

Jo's
Datebook

Photo provided
DELTA MEETING: Jimmie Joyce and Kay served as hostesses at a recent meeting of the Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club The department meets the second
Wednesday of each month at the club house

KenlakeladiesGolf
the Kenlake Ladies Goll 1.eague net March 21 at the Bill
Hamrick Memorial (ion Ctiorse
Kenlake State Resort Park
tor the league's weekly gob game
WInneTS %ken: Ina Horton. Es el ii B10 in and Joanne Welsh.
Also winning in thud place were Louise Parker. Betty Judah,
loanne Wardynskr and Gloria 'Hues.
Other members playing were Martha 1,ew is, Daisy Durham
and Mary Neale Banon
Martha Lest Is NiOn c It,NCA to the pin on hole #8.
the league will meet Wednesday: at Si 30 a.m. tor breakfast.
"We would like to have nay ladies who are interested in playing golf to come this meeting in the dining room.- a league
member said.
the league meets at 9 a In each Wednesday at the park
_270_
?
. 2011 course. For more information call Ina Horton at
;54-9346

Cats-only microchipping clinic set for Saturday
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Murray Elementary School Budget Committee will meet
Tuesday at 2:45 p.m. in Genese Reid's room_

Bingo planned Tuesday
The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo Tuesday from 6:30
to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd.. Murray. KY
42071. Funds from the Bingo help support local, national and
international charities. For more information call 293-7061.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m at the
Calloway Public Library. For information call Pat at 489-2909
or Mike at 293-6043.

Al-Anon meeting planned
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

TOPS #Ky 616 of Murray will meet
TOPS #Ky. 616 of Murray will hold its annual awards ceremony on Tuesday at First Baptist Church of Murray. Weigh
in will be the same time from 815 to 9 a.m. The ceremony
will be from 9 to 10 a.m. A potluck meal will follow the ceremony at the fellowship hall, across the street. The theme this
year is -TOPS - Kingdom of Pounds Lost." The chapter is
going medieval this year so dress the part if you wish. For
more information call Joyce at 753-9080 or 227-4625.

Breast Cancer group will meet

AARP Chapter to meet Tuesday

Relay for Life plans promotion

Project Graduation plans promotion

The Ladies ot the Oaks
Country Club held their regular bridge play on March 21
at the club
Winners were Jo Anne Auer.
first place. and Barbara Simons.
second place. according to Sue
Veazey. hostess.
Regular bridge will he
played on Wednesday at 9,15
a.in at the club with lou Ann
Philpot as hostess_
To sign up. call Philpot at
6843_
"
7

NEW MURRAY LOCATION
‘114R0• AFIAO
51. $4 Ot.%FR'

MES committee will meet

Alzheimer's group will meet

KIPSIGNMENT SALE

Wilk Ins Welo

All children can learn, but some learn differently. Some
children need more help than others because they have a disability. The Murray Independent School District through Child
Quest/Child Find activities is interested in finding all children
with challenges and giving them a chance to learn. If you
have or know of an infant, toddler, child or youth who has a
disability and is not getting needed special help. call the district at 753-4363.

A p iiiwith a break for lunch.
W11.1t ate 1.i( waters. legal.
on
water'
ieShiu rnsibilities
Calloway County
Extension Council meeting will meet
W hat equipment is required on Tuesday at 7 p in at the county extension office. For inforhi until ditferent sue boats • Is mation call 753-1452.
learning to -read'• houm s, cia!„
markers and charts important'
W hat to do in an emergency'
Alzheimer's Support Group will have a discussion meeting
sale mooring techniques'
on Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in board room of Murray-Calloway
How Iii tic' a knot that stays
County Hospital. For more information call Cindy Ragsdale,
What -no wake- means
L.S.W.. at 762-1108.
and what areas are included'
for
How responsible are
it'll, hum.
. stake'
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday at 6:30 in
I hew and other topics will
he addressed during the course. the Center for Health & Wellness Classroom. For information
as well as a question and call Evelyn Wallis at 489-2462.
answer session A lee of $.2(1 00
CO Roms
still coyer
Kentucky Lake/Murray Chapter of AARP will meet TuesIf two persons
arid exams
share the same textbook, the day at 11:30 a.m. for lunch and meeting at noon at PagliaCs.
tee is S25.tX1 Pre-registration Carol Block, president. urges all members and persons over
the age of 50 to attend.
us Wit:V.:try
Most insurance companies
otter discounts on boat insurance to individuals who sucRelay for Life of Pella will have a rebate night Tuesday
cessfully complete this course
beginning at 5 p.m. at Mr. Gatti's. Customers are asked to tell
Iii addititrn, the course meets the cashier they are for the team.
Kentucky standards tor young
boaters Pages 12 through 17
y.earsi who must acquire cerCalloway County High School Project Graduation will have
tif.!cation before soloing on per- a rebate day Tuesday from 4 to 9 p.m. at Backyard Burgers.
sonal watercraft and other boats. Customers are asked to place their receipts in the bag at the
To register and receive study
cashier's area. Another rebate day- will be Wednesday from 4
materials before classes begin. p.m to closing at Taco' John's.
tall 753-4914 or 154-9966

Ladlesof theOaks

Notional Gourd Armory • Hwy. 121 North

IMMEDIATE PAYOUT
Drop Off: April 6-7 (10-6)
Sale Opens: April 10-13 (11-7)
www kidsignment net

270-247-8929
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Child Find now in progress

Extension meeting Tuesday

,1)(1.01,1s. 11111.111“111 .1101

\Lilt".
%.‘• lat11,
Si.,'.alit Iti

event. the Lost Pet Photo Registry program, custom identification tags or the microchipping
program, contact the
Humane Society:. a Lnited Way
agency. at 759-1884. Monday
through Thursday from 10 a.m.
to 3 11.m.

An
sci

Support Group will meet
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight at 7.
This is a support group for people who have lost one or both
parents due to death and to help each other through the hard
times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129.

Great Books group will meet
Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet tonight at
7 at the Calloway County Public Library. Gary Thomell will
be the leader for the discussion of the selection. "Physics and
World Philosophy" by Max Tlanck. All persons who have read
the selection are invited to attend and take part in the discussion.

Angel Alert issued by center
An Angel Alert has been issued for a twin bed with mattress and springs for a family Anyone having one to donate
is asked to call the Calloway County Family Resource Center
at 762-7333.

ECA holding registration
Eastwood Christian Academy is currently holding registration for the 2007-08 school term for four and five-year-old
kindergarten classes as well as grades one through 12. Students who register before March 31 will receive a discount.
Persons may call the academy office at 753-7744 to schedule
an interview and to tour the facilities. The academy is located at 2191 Ky. 94 East. Murray. and office hours are 7:30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
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MIAMI (AP) — The weeks
after Anna Nicole Smith's death
were filled with public courtroom drama and private whispers about what might have
killed the former Playboy Playmate.
Today, the county medical
examiner planned to reveal the
truth. The office had delayed
autopsy
Smith's
releasing
results because of additional
evidence, still not publicly
released, about what had left
the model unresponsive Feb.
8 at the Seminole Hard Rock
Hotel and Casino in Hollywood.
Broward County Medical
Examiner Joshua Perper•s initial examination revealed no
serious injuries and no evidence.
either in Smith's stomach or

her bloodstream, that she had
taken large amounts of prescription medication. Perper
said prescription drugs, but no
illegal drugs, were found in
Smith's hotel room. He wouldn't identify them.
The initial examination also
found signs of inflammation in
Smith's heart. Perper said it
was "something which looks a
little bit unusual" but "may be
nothing."
Smith had arrived at the
Hard Rock on Feb. 5 and
planned to leave four days later
aboard a new yacht that her
companion Howard K. Stern
was arranging to buy. She was
seldom seen outside her room
during her stay: She was said
to be suffering from a stomach flu before she died.

TUESDAY MORNING
A II C D 6:00 . 6:30 :

Because her death was so
sudden, and because her 20year-old son Daniel died under
suspicious circumstances five
months earlier, there has been
speculation about possible criminal activity surrounding the
deaths.
Perper said he knew of no
into
investigation
criminal
Smith's death. An inquest into
Daniel's death is scheduled to
start Tuesday in the Bahamas,
where he died.
Smith, 39, grew up in Texas
and went from topless dancer
to Playboy Playmate of the Year,
Guess jeans model and bride
of 89-year-old oilman J. Howard
Marshall II. She took her fight
for Marshall's estimated $500
million fortune as far as the
Supreme Court.

by Jacqueline Blgar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, March 27,
2007:
This year you make waves and, yes, a difference.
Know when to pick your battles. If you follow this
insight, you will succeed beyond any level.
Another benefit will be conserving your energy.
Work with others directly and speak your mind
inure often. Through clarity and direction you gain
in stature and impact. You find that often your
ideas are greeted with excitement and success
because of how thoughts evolved. If you are single, you will meet people easily, and romance will
surge to a new, higher priority if you remain open.
In fact, you could find someone downright
dreamy. If you are attached, your relationship
hecomes more spicy and exciting. Let the smoldering become flames once more. LEO loves to
have fun, especially when you are there.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have:5Dynamic: 4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so; !Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Finally, you feel and know that if you allow
your ingenuity to bubble up. you will be able to
conquer the most difficult problems. So what is
stopping you? Act like you are on a mission. You
will accomplish what you want. Tonight: Ever playful.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Use the early morning to get a difficulty off
your chest. Though saying what you feel might not
be wise ultimately, it could be much healthier. Use
information to open up doors rather than cause
problems. Tonight: Happy at home.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Gather facts and figures in the a.m. Though
you might feel overwhelmed by what is coming
down your path, you will handle it well.
Communication, excellence and drama earmark
your interactions. Tonight: At a favonte hangout.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Use the morning to handle major communication. You cause others to smile because of your
indulgent yet sunny ways. Make that difference.
Do not undermine your finances. Stay aboveboard. Tonight: Gather your bills.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Though you might start the day in true tortoise fashion, you'll finish it in true hare style. You
whiz by with exuberance. Magnetism and energy
increase, hence, you feel your influence and power
once more. Tonight: What makes you happy.

BORN TODAY
Singer Mariah Carey (1970), singer Sarah
Vaughan (1924), silent-film star Gloria Swanson
(1897)
Or**

Jacqueline Bigar Is on the Internet
http://www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2007 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Knowing when to stop, even if you come in
skidding, can and will make all the difference. You
have the ability to touch many and get past limitations. Though you might not say a lot, your mind
easily could be on overload. Tonight: Take some
downtime, please.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Though you might feel overwhelmed, you
could surprise yourself with what you accomplish.
Others run with the ball and help you zero in with
barely an effort. Meetings and people could be
busy and overwhelming. Tonight: Where your
friends are.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Events and what goes on might stop
you. You might have an unusual insight that forces
your hand and takes you in a new direction. You
have what it takes, though expect to assume most
of the responsibilities involved. Tonight: In the limelight.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Work with a key individual this morning.
You'll make headway. You do make a difference.
Trust in your ability to brave a new path and
change your direction. Enjoy what life has to offer.
Tonight: Reach out for someone.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You might try different approaches to the
same end result. People are different and
approach situations differently. Listen to your
instincts with a partner who demands attention.
Work together. Tonight: New beginnings are possible.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Accomplish what you need to in your own
time. You could be overwhelmed by what is going
on around you. Plug into work in the a.m., because
in the p.m., a networking opportunity strikes. You
say what you mean and, yes, others hear you.
Tonight: Easy does it.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Your creativity surges, but how you use your
ideas becomes the focus. Funnel them into your
daily life, improving the caliber of it. Others knock
on your door. Be willing to prioritize, and you will
complete your work. Tonight: Fun and games.
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Bro. EA Davis, minister of New
concord church, will be speaking at the same time at Bro
Bradshaw's church at Paducah.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr and Mrs Danny Belcher, March 14
40

years ago

Published is a picture of H
T Waldrop, real estate man and
property owner, being the first
person to sign the petition being
circulated which asks for a 3
1/2 per $100 assessed ei.aluaturn in support of the MurrayCalloway County Public Library
Also pictured are Sgt J D Warren. Earl Steele and Sam Calhoun who were the next signers
Signalman James T Hughes,
.01) 01 Mr and Mrs Hilton
Hughes. is serving aboard the
Ship
L:SS
attack
Cargo
Muliphern
Ma. John QUenennous was
hostess tot the third amity ersary
meeting ot Chapter Si of the
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died March 24 Irom injuries su.
tamed in a one-car accident on
Penny Road. about to.e miles
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The
Murray
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Board ot Education fia. named
Preston Holland as ditector if
athletics for Murray High Saw.)1.
Vy B Moser as director ot instruc tion. Fred Schultt renamed as
superintendent. and Fred Schuh,
as princ ipal .11 Murray High
School
R I. Cimper. administrator if
Calloway County Health Department. was the speaker at a Meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
held at the Murray Woman's
Clot) house

COMICS / FEATURES
Accountant counts the ways
to help out during tax time
DEAR ABBY: I am an
accountant. Now that tax season is again in full swing,
several staff members from our
office have compiled a list of
"considerations" for Dear Abby
readers in compiling their tax
returns:
(I)Do
just
not
"drop in" to
leave your
tax records.
Even if we
don't have
an office full
of
clients
waiting to
Dear Abby be seen (and
sometimes
we do). we
By Abigail
are probably
Van Buren
knee-deep in
preparing someone else's return.

Being distracted from our work
it visit can he very disruptive
121 Because we see you
only once a year. many clients
led the need to share how
their children are doing. We
try to he polite and listen. But
if you spend up to an hour
sharing how wonderful/smart
- - or even worthless -- your
children are. well he trading
daylight for darkness trying to
catch up. Multiply that by how
many clients come through our
doors, and its overwhelming.
131 Please pay your accountant in a timely fashion. I wish
1 had a nickel tor every client
who told me he/she thought
his/her spouse had already written the check. However, it has

tor
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never once occurred that both
actually paid the bill. It may
seem like were rolling in
money during tax season, but
when the deadline rolls around,
we have taxes to pay, too.
(4) Please do not call your
accountant and ask a question
for your neighbor's second
cousin or anyone else other
than yourself. This work is
our livelihood, and giving
advice for someone else often
entails research, but it is not
billable time for our firm.
(5) And last, if you call
your accountant requesting
information about the tax consequences of a decision you
are trying to make, please do
not have a fit when you receive
a bill for the time spent doing
this research. Many times we
have spent a lot of time
researching real estate transactions, etc. along with current tax laws to determine how
a sale might cause increased
tax liability for clients, and
they are shocked to receive a
statement for this time. -SLEEPLESS IN TEXAS
DEAR SLEEPLESS: I'll
bet most people don't recognize how any of the points
you mentioned could possibly
be an inconvenience, but I'm
sure it happens every tax season. In case anyone has forgotten, accountants and tax
preparers are human beings who
need care, feeding and consideration. They're not robots
with endless energy. So, when
you go, be aware that this is
one of their most pressured
times of the year, and be as
organized. prepared and businesslike as possible. Your
accountant may love you. hut
it ain't a social call.
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Colonoscopy
a lifesaver
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
writing you because of some
of the columns and advice
your readers and you have given
us in regard to colonoscopy testing. I was a lot like most individuals in that I didn't think
that having
one
was

necessary.

Dr. Gott
By
Dr. Peter Gott

My family has a history of
cancer but not of the colon.
Both my children have had
this test done due to concerns
and issues their doctors had.
What I want to tell your readers is that this is a necessary
test as you age. Colon cancer
is very painful and can be

was

I
scheduled for this

prevented by listening to your
doctor and being tested. I had
no symptoms and felt good,

test the first
of the year,
my
during

but now I know this test is
very important for my health.
I will have to be tested again

annual physical
by
another doc-

in 2008, but this time I will
not think it unnecessary for
my overall health. It could

tor, but canceled recently due to

save my life. I thank the doctor for being so persistent and
for your columns. I hope this

personal

helps someone who has been

off
having
a
reasons. I felt fine, had no putting
signs and no problems. Since colonoscopy performed.
DEAR READER: Yodi
then, I have read several artiexperience is not unique. You
cles on colon cancer, and, when
I went to a new doctor for and your doctor were correct.
my knee, he was really con- Everybody over the age of 50
cerned about me having one should have a colonoscopy,
done since I'm 57 years old. with a repeat every five to l0
He was so persistent and stat- years. Colon cancer, if discoved if he were my son, he ered early, is curable
DEAR DR. GO'TT: I am
would make sure I had the
testing done. Well, I had a 66 years old and have been
colonoscopy done and am very on Fosamax for four years. I
happy I listened to him and have been having pain in my
left jaw up to my temple.
didn't put it off any longer.
be
developing
I
During the procedure, the Could
doctor found one polyp and osteonecrosis of the jaw?
DEAR READER: Without
removed it. It was very large
and had to be taken out in question. I suggest that you
four pieces. It was sent off to discontinue the Fosamax immea laboratory for testing, and diately. If the pain subsides,
the results were negative. I you've found the cause of your
believe I am blessed that this jaw pain. If the pain persists,
polyp was found and removed check with your family physiwithout problems. I have done cian about the next step, which
some research that states the would entail some testing.
To give you related inforbigger a colon polyp is, especially if larger than 1 centime- mation. I am sending you a
ter, the more likely it is that copy of my Health Report
it will contain cancer cells. "Osteoporosis."

•••

My son is
being married in September.
It is a first marriage for both
him and his fiancee. They are
professionals and already have
most everything they need to
begin their life together.
Would it be appropriate to
say they are registered at a
bank or credit union rather
than local retailers? Help with
a down payment for their first
home would be far more useful to them than three toasters. -- GROOM'S MOTHER
IN OGDEN, UTAH
DEAR MOTHER: If you
are planning to include that
request with the wedding invitations, the answer is no. However, if you are asked specifically what the young couple
needs or would like to have,
then it is socially acceptable
to respond in the way that
you would like.
DEAR ABBY:

Dear Abby
Abigail
known
and

is written by

Van
as

Buren, also
Phillips,

Jeanne

was founded by her moth-

er, Pauline

Phillips. Write

Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los

ContractBridge
Famous Hand
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•A 6,5 4
41016543
EAST
WEST
410 8 7 2
•
11K Q 9 7 4 3
V.1 IO 6 2
11110 t173
•—
•K9
Q 72
SOUTH
4K.Q193
•AKQ9652
•--The bidding:
South
West
North
East
4•
2•
2•
Pass
44
Pass
5•
Pass
64
Opening lead -- king of hearts.
This deal occurred in a team-offour match between Austria and
Ilungary played in Vienna way back
in 1937!
Certainly the North-South hands
justified a mod slam in spades, hut
at both tables the contract was only
six spades. Even the small slam
would have failed but for an extraor-

Angeles, CA 90069.

dinary safety play invoked by both
declarers.
At each table, the opening lead
was „a heart, and at each table
the Bias of spades at
err* the deuce of
at hick three!
West V4011 the diamoad with the.
seven but was helpless. Whatever he:
returned, declarer would ruff a dia:.
moral in dummy with the ace, return..
a trump and finesse the nine, thea.
draw East's trumps and claim thy',
rest.
Not many players would lead a
low diamond at tnck three. Probably
most declarers, after taking the ace of
hearts and king of spades. would
have played the ace of diamonds,
planning next to miff a diamond high
in dummy and thus make seven. But
East would have ruffed the ace of
diamonds, and South would have lost
the slam, regardless of how he proceeded from then on.
It is a great tribute to the bndge
played in those days that both declarers allowed for a 5-0 diamond break
and protected against it. They were
each willing to sacrifice a 30-point
tnck to ensure a slam worth 50 times
as much as the trick they were willing to give away.
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ACROSS
1 '',,oileue credit
5 Raucous
laughs
9 Playful b.rte
12 Hunters quarry
/3 Unlocl
14 Find a ph tor
15 Radiator sound
18 Gentle exercise
1 7 Rug texture
18 Skin softener
20 Fourth-doyen
0136DP
22 NewsPaDef
execs
23 Drunk
with scones
24 Makeshift
27 Devi -

28 Goose egg

GI

32 Ventilate
33 Prince Am n s

Ft V Ie LACKM
LIZ ANP I ARE
GOING OUT AGAIN

mother
AND '9415 TIME I'VE
HIRED A pe-r SITTER

THINK
TOOK THAT WELL

G1M115

PlEANUTSAIR)

HATE TO HAVE A JOB

.A.1kERE 'fat HAD TO 6E1' ur
EARLY IN THE MORNIN6..

I'D
TO HAVE A J00
WHERE YOU STAYED IN THE
SAME PLACE ALL DAY..

Joe

D HATE TO HAVE A
WHERE YOU HAD TO BE
NICE TO EVERYBODY

0

26

36
37
39
40
42

Dit opposite
Wind indicator
Near
Talks hoarsely
Sort toss

44 Hall-of-Earner
_ Ott
45 Vast emptiness
47 PhOfIleS
50 Kiosk buy
slangily
51 - ex machina
53 Disagreeable
task
55 Totality
56 Buffalo's lake
57 Skirt slit
58 Casual wear
59 Talks to a beat
60 Cartoon
shrieks

DOWN
1 Nasty,
2 Carpenter's

rterr
3 '- - Excited'
(Pointer

Sisters)
4 Proven reliable
5 Fluctuates
(f/YPt))
6 Right atter
7 Cookout plus

Flo
in

Tomorrow: Life is but an empty dream.
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SECTION B
PREP TENNIS PREVIEW

MARCH MADNESS

FO R SQUARES
FLORIDA, OHIO ST., UCLA, GEORGETOWN
ROUND OUT FINAL FOUR FIELD

now.

Both, however, have the same ultimate goal — to be legitimate contenders among First Region competition heading into tournament play.
Hoping to facilitate that championship-caliber play, Murray High turned
its program over to a pair of area tennis professionals, who are encouraged
by the potential of the MHS program
entering the 2007 campaign, which was
scheduled to begin this afternoon with
home matches against Mayfield.
Bob Lefko and his son, Courtney
— both of Hopkinsville — are well
known around First
Region tennis circles for
their work with a
of age groups.vanity
Prompted by some of
their pupils — most
notably some mothers
of current Murray High
tennis players — the
Lefko
Lefkos agreed to take
over both the Lady Tiger and Tiger
squads.
"We're in this area a lot, and there
were some people who wanted us to
do this," said Bob Lefko, who will be
coaching a high school team for the
first time after working with college
teams and individuals of various ages
as a tennis pro for the last 35 years.
'They wanted us to coach last year,
but we were only over here about three
days a week, so they decided they
wanted somebody who was here more
than that.
"We dropped our junior program in
Hopkinsville, so that gave us more
flexibility. Now, we can be over here
a little more often," he added.
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MSU BASEBALL
JEFF ROBERSON / AP
Florida's Joalorn Noah (13) goes up for a shot against Oregon's Joevan Catron (50) in the first half of the NCAA Midwest Regional final
in St. Louis Sunday.

GATORS
HEADING
BACK TO
FINAL FOUR

hridgt.
leelarbreak

• were

time,
will

••"

Igs!!
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LOUIS (AP) — Joakim Noah stood
at midcourt,glaring and beating his chest.
The Florida fans were showering him
with love. hut all he heard was hate.

The critics who built the Gators up,
"It's just making us bond. We realonly to bash them when they lost three ize all we have is each other. That's
of four games in February. The naysay- the only thing that really matters."
That and another title.
ers who insist there's no way Florida
Noah, Al Horford and Corey Brewcan win another national title.
Well, let 'em hate. Noah and his er didn't tarn their backs on fat NBA
buddies will be happy to give them contracts — temporarily, at least —
more to despise as they head back to just so they could to take another econ
class. No, the Gators (33-5) want to
the Final Four for another title run.
"There's been such a circus around be the first team since Duke in 1991this team, so many distraction and I 92 to win back-to-back basketball titles
feel like everybody is trying to divide — and the first ever to do it with the
us," Noah said after Florida beat third- same five starters.
To do it, though, they'll have to
seeded Oregon 85-77 in the Midwest
first get by UCLA in the national semiRegional final on Sunday,

HOYAS RALLY PAST UNC
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DESPUE r
DIFFERENT
DIRECTIONS,
PROGRAMS HAVE
SAME GOAL
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
The Murray and Calloway County
high school tennis programs are at different points in their developments right
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EAST RUTHERFORD, NJ.
(AP) — John Thompson Ill and
Patrick Ewing Jr. could only
hope, the same way their dads
did a generation ago.
On this night. it was different. A North Carolina freshman
missed.
Twenty-five years later,
Georgetown had gotten even.
In an NCAA tournament full
of incredible rallies, it was the
Hoyas' turn. They rallied from
II down in the second half,
then ripped off 14 straight points
in overtime to stun the topseeded Tar Heels 96-84 in the
East Regional final Sunday.
The Hoyas are headed back
to the Final Four for the first
time since 1985, taking on Ohio
State next Saturday in Atlanta.
"The comparisons to Pop's
teams, much like the talk about
Big Pat, Little Pat, Big John,
Little John, you guys can do
that." Little John said.
"For us to figure out how
to hold on and pull away with
a win, against that team is special."
Especially because of what
happened to them on March 29.
1982. when John Thompson Jr.
was their coach and Patrick
Ewing was the franchise. Facing those same Tar Heels, for
goodness sakes,they were denied

the national championship when
a North Carolina freshman
named Michael Jordan made the
go-ahead jumper.
These Noyes(30-6) won with
Thompson calling the backdoor
plays he learned at Princeton
and young Ewing making key
contributions.
They were helped by an amazing collapse from Carolina (317), which made only one of 23
field goal attempts, including its
first 12 in overtime, over a 15minute span after seemingly having the game in hand.
"This is an extremely disappointing time for our team. It's
not the way you want your season to end." Tar Heels coach
Roy Williams said. "Congratulations to Georgetown and Young
John. Young John is like family to me."
It's a family like none other
in college basketball, the first
father-son duo to coach teams
into the Final Four, much less
at the same school.
When it was over. Thompson shook hands with Williams
and everyone else on the North
Carolina side, never shOwing a
smile. Tough game. good game,
he told them.
Then it was time to walk
across the court — to the biggest
bear hug he could imagine.

finals Saturday. It's a rematch of last
year's championship game, which Florida won in a rout, 73-57.
'They are better than a year ago,
and present a great challenge for us,"
UCLA coach Ben Howland said. 'They
have no weaknesses."
Last year's victory over UCLA gave
Florida not only its first national title,
but the first half of what would turn
out to be the Gator Slam. When Florida beat Ohio State for the national
football title in January, the Gators
became the first school to be champs
in both sports at the same time.

Making
Strides
'BREDS GO 2-1 IN
SERIES AT SAMFORD
Staff Report

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — Ohio Valley Conference preseason favorite Samford needed a 10th-inning grand slam
from catcher Joseph Bellew on Sunday to avoid a three-game sweep by
visiting Murray State, winning 7-4.
The 'Breds (5-16, 2-1 OVC) —
who won the first two games of the
series by sweeping Saturday's doubleheader, 6-5 and 4-3 — broke a 3-3
tie in the top of the 10th on a runscoring double by Tyler Pittman.
But the Bulldogs (12-13, 1-2) rallied to load the bases in the bottom
half of the frame before Ballew's
walk-off blast ended the contest.
Continuing a theme
for the series, Murray
State scored first with
one first-inning run.
But Samford tied the
score in the third and
opened a 3-2 advantage with two runs in
the fourth, taking its
Tyler Milian first lead of the series.
went 3-for-4
The 'Breds manSunday,
aged to tie the score
including a
in the sixth before forcdouble in the ing extra innings.
10th to break
Pittman paced the
3-3 tie
MSU hitting attack by
going 3-for-4 at the
plate, with a double, a triple, two
runs scored and one RBI. James Akin
and Justin Yount each went 2-for-5.
Drew Leeper (0-2) took the pitching loss for the 'Breds, allowing four
runs (three earned) on two hits while
walking four in 2 1/3 innings.
Murray State returns to action on
Tuesday, when it hosts Belmont at 2
p.m. at Reagan Field before welcomBILL KOSTROUN / AP ing in-state rival Louisville on WednesNorth Carolina's Danny Green (14) is fouled by Georgetown's Patrick Ewing Jr. day at 2.
during the NCAA East Regional final Sunday in East Rutherford, N.J
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BOWLING TOURNAMENT WINNERS:Shawn Reynolds,
right, of Ruling Star Lodge

Herr-

Motorsports team needs

the tar batk
Perithetton toWed 1/le
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No. 51

F&AMPHA, is

shown with Larry Buchanan, left, and Adam Brandon
after

presenting

them

with

their

trophy

and

prize

money from the Ruling Star Lodge 9-Pin No-Tap Doubles Bowling Tournament.

them. inudi to

Duo wins bowling tourney

-I'm still not a tan of these
things. the stink C Busch said

Larry

Buchanan and Adam

Brandon

won the Ruling

Star Lodge 9-Pin No-Tap Doubles Bowling Tournament,

thdri.i

see any real highlights out there It %A A, lust tough
to pass It v. as kind oi hor-

held March 17 at Corvett Lanes. The duo won the high
block for the first and fourth blocks.
Other finishers included David Stotn and Mike Doughty

ing

i2ndl, Donna and Jessie Darnell i 3rd and Block 2 high

licld

oft

block), and Joseph and Dan Dillon 14th). Joseph Payne

teammate

and Gary Johnson won high block on the third block.
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Kyle Busch waves the checkered flag to the crowd after
winning the NASCAR Nextel Cup Food City 500 in
Bristol, Tenn., Sunday.
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Nobody can protect your Aura
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St• Murray, KY•753-3415
Haverstock
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
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Fifteen teams participated in the tournament.
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Busch took
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Player discipline tops the
agenda at owners' meetings
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v% ith Goodell's state

Roger Goodell's first bill NFL
meeting as commissumer is

of the NFL address to the own-

he

Sunday tor commatee meetings.

down on players who get in

As did his predecessor. Paul
Tagliabue. Goodell is likely to

with one Heil) at the
top of the agenda: a cracktrouble

I h the law

the meetings formally begin

ers. But everyone was on hand

say the state ot the league is
good
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Maim League Baseball
Spring Training Glance
By The Associated Press
All Times CDT
AMERICAN LEAGUE
W L Pct
14 8.636
Texas
Detroit
17 10.630
los Angeles
15 11.577
Boston
12 10.545
12 10.545
New York
Baltimore
13 11 542
Cleveland
13 1)542
Oakland
13 11.542
10 11 476
Toronto
12 15 444
Seattle
11 14 440
Minnesota
Kansas Cay
9 14 391
Chicago
9 18 333
Tampa Bay
8 16 333
Saturday's Game*
Boston 1, Tampa Bay 1, tie, 10 innings
Florida 6, N V Mets (sal 5
St Louis 4, Washington 2. 10 innings
Detrod (as) 7, Houston 5
Pittsburgh 13, Minnesota 7
Cincinnati 7 Philadelphia 0
Cleveland 4, Atlanta (sat 3
Atlanta (as) 3, Detroit(as))
L.A Dodgers 4, Baltimore (as)2
Baltimore (ss)2. N V Mets (as) 1
Toronto 4. NY. Yankees 4,11e, 10
innings
Oakland 5. Texas 2
San Diego 5, Milwaukee 2
Colorado 11. L.A Angels 1
San Diego 7, Anzona 6
Seattle 5. Kansas City 4
Arizona 5. Chicago White Sox 4
Chicago Cubs 3, San Francisco 2
Sunday's Games
Boston 12. Florida 6
Toronto 3, Cincinnati 2
Detroit 9, N 1' Yankees 5
Atlanta 6, Washington 0
Baltimore 6. St Louis 5
Tampa Bay 12, Pittsburgh 4
LA Dodgers 4 Cleveland 3
Philadelphia 10. Minnesota 2
Houston 11. NY Mets 3
Seattle 10, Oakland 6, 10 innings
Anzona 3, Colorado 2
IA Angels 3, Chicago Cubs 2
Texas 10, Chicago White Sox 2
San Diego to, San Francisco 7
Milwaukee 7, Kansas City 6

NATIONAL LEAGUE
L Pct
15 8 652
Cincinnati
16 9 640
Anzona
15 9 625
Atlanta
14 9 609
Houston
16 11 593
Los Angeles
13 10 565
Colorado
12 10 545
Si Louis
13 1 1 542
San Diego
12 520
13
Chicago
12 15 444
San Francisco
10 13 435
Washington
10 15 400
Florida
10 15.40(1
Milwaukee
10 15 400
Pittsburgh
9 15.375
Philadelphia
9 18.333
New York
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Smart S
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Wrens
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NOTE Split-squad games count in the
standings games against non-mator
league learns do not
Monday's Games
Atlanta vs Houston at Kissimmee, Fla
1205. pm
Boston vs Cincinnati at Sarasota Fla
1205 p m
St Louis vs. Florida at Jupiter. Fla .
12-05 p.m.
Washington vs Detroit at Lakeland,
Fla., 1205 pm
Baltimore vs Minnesota at Fort Myers
Fla. 12:05 p.m
Toronto vs Pittsburgh at Bradenton,
Fla . 1205 p m
Tampa Bay vs Cleveland at Winter
Haven, Fla, 1205. pm
Philadelphia vs N.Y Yankees at
Tampa. Fla, 12.15 p.m.
Colorado vs. Oakland at Phoenix, 305
p.m
Chicago Cubs vs. L A. Angels at
Tempe, Anz 305 pm
Milwaukee vs Anzona at Tucson Are
105 p.m
Chicago White Sox vs San Francisco
at Scottsdale, Anz., 3:05 p.m.
LA Dodgers vs N.Y. Mets at Pon St.
Lucie. Fla 6:10 p.m.
Seattle vs Texas at Surprise, Anz., 8.05
pm
Kansas City vs San Diego at Peoria. '
Anz , 9'05 p or
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Woods does it again at Doral •Tennis

'Championship golf tournaing the final round of the CA

petition, Benson and assistant
coach
Anne
On the girls' side, Lefko
Morgan have
hopes to help a Lady Tiger
paired the var.
tench knew it. too
unit — which finished second
sity rosters of
"Finishing second." he said. "is not such a had thing."
to perennial power Lone Oak
both the girls
Fspecially not when yuuurc 11111,111111.! sesollil ii WiniLls at
in the region last spring —
boys
and
it his
ditit11111ales_ till a Liiiltse thal lank,
e‘ellt
take the next step to a regionsquads to eight
tay ontes. and when he say s his Faint: Wakes 111111 -1. er!.
al title.
players apiece'.
pleased
The Lady Tigers will be led
Those
Augusta National. you ate on alert
by a host of returnees, includBatson
no!
Uoods is rea(B, tor the Nlasteis. statin so with an emphatplayers
ing top-seeded Blair Lane,
ic Aln at Dotal on Sunday, w hen he sit A it a I o‘ci 73 and
Haley Haverstock and Addie included on the main varsity
sfAh sareer
finished two strokes ahead it Wetterish
Griffo. The rest of the Mur- roster have been assigned to
million and pushed his
victory, one that earned him 's
:
ray roster includes Brooke Sal- Calloway's Varsity "B" tean>
eareer winnings user Sris nttliuiti
ley, Claire Pitman, Bailey Dean, which is being coached by
The two-stroke margin doesn't pt perk illustrate the startCourtney
Perry,
Cassidy Laura Lee Winchester.
to-finish control Woods had in the total round Ile lea ti) smx
Copeland, Alyssa Erickson and
"You can carry 10 or 12
shots alter making birdies at the ninth and loth. took a threeKatherine Bloemer.
players, but hopefully this
shot lead over Wetterich to the last hole mid hit a ,on,er‘a_
-Our girls team is pretty (system) will give everybody
owe iron till the tee on the par -I hole
solid." Lefko noted."They fintime,"
Benson .
playing
'1 make IR e. he can't win the tournament. Wo..d. said,
ished second behind Lone Oak, claimed. "The players who
oil the tee and s-uon and a sedge
-So I laid up. ha
and they probably have the are on the varsity team are.
and lust two-putted and tournament was ii‘et
ability to do that again. ... pretty much the ones who can
Indeed. Vioods two-putted from sn tee! lit his hoF.eN. Wet-We have a lot of kids who be competitive at this level."'
tern:It made par. and the deal was sealed W otitis is now
are pretty young, but they've
Filling out the girls' varClient sty
beheyed to he the IlfsI player to is in a 11q
been playing tennis for quite sity roster are juniors Jentimes on sit courses. is 13 -tor-24 in World Gold Champia while."
nifer Vincent and
Shelby
stroke-play
onship events, and II -lot-1h %Oen the We l('
On the boys' side, the Tigers

ment in Miami
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Preventative Maintenance
AIR CONDITIONING
TUNE-UP
th „r

19.85
WE SERVICE ALL BRANDS
VO—

•Check your Refrigerant & Add
up to 1 lb if needed
•Clean condenser & evaporator Coils
'Clean & inspect drains & drain pans
'Check bearings
•Oil motors
'Replace disposable filter
*Check controls & thermostc'
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ACE IN THE HOLE: Jeremy Snodgrass, of Murray,
No. 18 hole at Miller Memorial Golf Course
Friday His shot was hit with a 6-iron on the 165yard hole during Senior League play. The hole in
one was witnessed by Torn Smith, Dan Jones and
Tommy Seifert
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will try to field a competitise squad from a roster that
will include a handful of new
players.
Among the new players
will he former golfer Wil
Shearer, Will Pitman, a member of the MHS football team,
and Blake McCuiston, who
played guard for the Tiger
basketball squad over the winter.
Returning to the boys' roster are Cameron Barth, Aaron
Polivick, Matthew Parker and
Louis Cignoni. Trevor Saucier and Jacob Thiede will round
out the unit.
"I would guess that we
have an above average team
right now, but there is some
talent there," said Lefko. "We
probably have three kids in
the starting six who have had
very little playing time. That's
the unknown about this group,
but there's a lot of effort
there and a lot of good competition."
At Calloway County, head
coach Dana Benson — a former player who is entering
her fourth season as the coach
of the Lakers and Lady Lakers — hopes the lessons of
the last three years will pay
off for her teams this season.
"We're just trying to let
people know that Calloway
County (tennis) is out there,
and we're working our way
up." Benson said. "We're getting more competitive, and
we're looking to make a move
in the region."
In order to foster more com-

kler, Clara Franklin and Carrie Crouse. freshmen Tricia"
Taylor and Teela Etheridge and'
sixth grader Sarah Taylor.
The doubles team of Vincent and Taylor is expected.
to be the strong point of the
Lady Laker squad.
On the boys' side, seniors
Josh Price and Scotty Adams
— a first-year player — wit
anchor the Lakers. Also on
the varsity unit are junior Chris Conner.
sophomores
Witt,
Blackford and Seth Forten-berry. freshmen Ryne Sheridan and Nathan Kelso and
sixth grader Matt McReynolds.
"We haven't had a seeded
player yet, so my goal is to
get someone seeded," Benson
said. "We want to go a con-.
pie of rounds (in the regiOn
tournament) and see if we
can't start pushing toward that

third round."
TODAY'S UMW OPONSORMO IT:
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TV, radio
TODAY
ARENA FOOTBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN2 — Dallas at Orlando
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN — hICAA Drvision I tournament,
regional anal, Anzona State-Bowling
Green winner vs Rutgers-Outs winner
at Greensboro, NC
p.m.
ESPN — NCAA ()Melon I tournament.
regional Mal. Connecticul-N C State
winner vs LSU-Florldri State winner at
Fresno. Coat
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whihiell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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Notice is hereby given that the City of Murray, Murray,
Kentucky 42071, has filed an application with the Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet to construct
sanitary sewer lines at Sherwood Forrest Subdivision. This
property is located within the Annexed City Limits of Murray,
Kentucky 42071. This application more particularly is in reference to a creek crossing on a tributary to Middle Fork of Clarks
River near Sherwood Drive in the above mentioned subdivision.
Any comments or objections concerning this application shall be
directed to: Kentucky Division of Water Resources Branch, 14
Reilly Road, Frankfort Office Park, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
Phone:(502) 564-3410.
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AFTER-SCHOOL care
needed for two S.W.
Elementary students.
Must pick up from
school 4 days weekly.
3PM
6PM.
until
Respond to P.O. Box
134, Murray, KY 42071
CUSTOMER Service
Representative
Customer Service
Representative needed for local company.
Afterrnarket auto
acc,essones experience and/or interest a
plus. Computer and
telephone expenence.
This is a full time position with competitive
pay and benefits. Mail
resume to: HR Customer Service.
2814 W. Wood St,
Paris, TN 38242

PERMANENT MAKE-UP

s e

DISCLAIMER

not
arsity
led to
team.
!d by

When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpagc at
murrayledger.corn.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetworiLcom
arc placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you
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BY APPOINTMENT
270-293-9954

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
Lost aid Found
LOST on Hwy. 119 &
280: Rat Fox Terne
mix. All while, one
brown eye/ear. Name
is Pnscilla Call
270-227-2665
060
Haip VIsnIsd
67415 PER HOUR
company
Marketing
looking for great voices Easy phone work
Will train No selling
Immediate positions
available Paid weekly
Call 753-3799
A child needs you!
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day.
WKUMFS
270-443-9004
GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following posrtions. CNA
6-2p Full Time, CNA
time
Full
10p-6a
Anyone interested in
becoming part of our
team may apply in person at Green Acres
Health Care. 402 W
Farthing St., Mayfield,
KY 42066

AFTER Hours Call
Center is now hiring
for PART-TIME Patient
Care Coordinators.
PCCs are responsible
for processing incoming calls from patients
and locations dunng
non-business hours.
Experience in a medical field and administrative record management preferred, but not
required. Strong customer service background preferred. This
position requires educational background of
high school diploma or
GED equivalent. Part
time hours of 20 to 30
hours per week will be
scheduled during
evenings. nights and
weekends. Please
deliver or mail your
resume to Pulmo
Dose. 120 Max
Hurt Drive, Murray, KY
42071 or email to elizabeth.cain0rotech.co
m. We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIAN

PUBLIC NOTICE
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BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY
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DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you! Full time positions available.
Apply at:
Martial Arts America
1413 Olive Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person after 6:00PM
OFFICE Nurse needed
for busy medical practice. Send resume
including references to
P.O. Box 1040-L.
Murray, KY 42071

Full time positions are available as residential
direct care providers for community -based residential program for developmentally disabled adults.
Our company offers vanous shifts but all openings
are nights and/or weekend shifts. We offer opportunity for advancement. excellent benefits including
paid training. 401K. medical, dental and vision
insurance, paid holidays. vacation and sick leave.
Apply in person at Community Alternatives of
Kentucky at 102 CAKY Drive, Renton, KY.

Community Youth Services is now hiring
full-time and part-time youth workers to
work in our residential treatment facilities.
Candidates must be dependable and a caring individual to provide behavior management to at-risk teens. Candidates must
have reliable transportation.
Minimum Requirements: High school
diploma/GED, 1 year of experience in
childcare or MRDD, 21 years of age.
Candidates must be able to pass all background checks. Applications may be
picked up at 78 CAKY Drive, Benton. KY.
42025. Phone: 1-270-527-8388 and then
press "0" for the administrative assistant.
E0E/M/F/DN

INSURANCE

., IIr.sZ.9 labp(g)0I
_

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 2001-‘
the Deductibles'

Lirrsousines & Vans

PTL has opportunities in its new, state
of the art maintenance facility on the
north side of Murray, KY for experienced tractor or trailer mechanics as
well as "shade tree" mechanics seeking
to demonstrate their skills. Pay rate
commensurate with experience and
training. Maintain and repair OTR tractors or trailers. Shift options and flexible scheduling currently available!
Entails heavy lifting and detailed paperwork. Responsible and eager individuals seeking a career opportunity are
encouraged to forward their resume to:

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

I 605FOR
1419,3974757

tar:
Many,
.2711a59-51100

.511 Ocraiwa Transportation • Airport Sexier • Certifted Drivers
▪ ir

imea

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. 8992 on Part A, $131 on
Part B Call me for more information

IA
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

r-11Fk ,
11=m
PASCHALL TRUCK LINES INC

Save Nloney On Your
Medicare Supplement Premiums!

— PREPLANNING --

Call today for premium pnces and financial
ratings for all companies offenng Medicare
Supplements in Kentucky.
•Choice of doctors & hospital
•All deductibles & co-insurance fully paid
*You pay nothing on Medicare approved
treatments
.No claim filing on your part

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.

270-753-1348
1-800-800-0742
Prism Senior Services

istite-ri ties fief

Human Resources
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.
P.O. Box 1889
Murray, KY 42071

Commercial Waste
Disposal

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost

Set up Pre-Thana Trust

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry Ismcsilkaten

411,1 •I

Isaacs, Ozone,

KitellsenAid Fcsher"ifitayked

Appliance
& Electrical Repair

1-800-585.6033

Hazel, KY 42049

TRAVIS ASPHALT

POSITION
AVAILABLE

226-9398
492-8191

Paving - Sealcoating - Hauling

Tony Travis
270-753-2279

There is currently a position
available for a service person in
the Termite Department. Benefits
include salary, commission, vacation, holiday pay, paid health
insurance and bonuses.

Apply in person at

SERVALL
TERMITE COMPANY
1604 State Route 121 North,
Murray, Kentucky.
-•1116

NURSE
PRACTITIONER/PHYSICIAN
ASSISTANT
Full-Time Licensed Nurse Practitioner
or Physician Assistant needed for physician's office. Excellent benefits and
compensation package offered. Please
send or bring resume to:
300 South 8th Street
Suite 480W
Murray, KY 42071

Pr
INERICAL CENTER
F_ Pave.,•horrad Vialinar•Pedwist

AGRICULTURAL WORKERS
NEEDED
04/25/07 to 12/20/07
58.65/hour. 75% of total contract hours guaranteed. Work tools. supplies & equip. provided at
no cost. Free housing to workers outside local
commuting area. Transportation & subsistence
expenses provided to non-resident workers at
50% of contract completion. Contact local job
service office. Kimbro Farms, LLC - Murray.
KY. NKY0237495

WORKERS
NEEDED

AGRICULTURAL

04/20/07 to 12/15/07

S8.65/hour. 75% of total contract hours guaranteed. Work tools, supplies & equip_ provided at
no cost. Free housing to workers outside local
commuting area Transportation & subsistence
expenses provided to non-resident workers at
50% of contract completion. Contact your

local job service office. Scott Lowe - Murray,
KY 00237258

INSIDE Sales
Representative
Sales Representative
needed for growing
company. Inside Sales
Position for company
specializing in
Automobile
Accessories. The ideal
candidate will be able
to demonstrate professional accomplishments that reflect motivation, initiative and
strong interpersonal
skills. Mail resume to
HR - Sales, 2814 West
Wood St, Paris, TN
38242
INTEGRITY
Employment Solutions
has 7 openings for
electrical assemblers.
online at
Apply
envw.integntyemploymentsolutions.com or
call (270)395-0342
NATIONAL Property
Management
Company is seeking a
strong candidate for a
Full time leasing position. Candidate must
be comfortable using
standard business systems and possess
strong communication
skills. Prefer experience but willing to
train Drug Free
Workplace•
Background
Screening• Benefits'
Equal Opportunity
Employer' Fax
resumes 10
270 759-3005.
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
DrIve-ln, 217 S. 12th
St.. Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
•SALES
HDay Shift Preferred
Hibbett Sports is hiring
in Murray. Apply at.
642 North 12th Street,
Murray, KY 42071.
Hibbett Sports conducts drug testing
www.hibbett.com
WAREHOUSE
Worker/Retail Sales
Neat appearance. 40
hours weekly, 1/2 day
on Saturday Cal
759-4q79

TN Lie *58393• KY LicaCE60221 ME9837
Serving West KY & West TN For 23 Years

150

Now hiring
smiling faces
for all shifts.
Apply in person
at Wendy's

CHILD care services in
my home in Hazel
6AM to 6PM Call
293-4473
CLEANING houses is
my business. Call
Linda H. 759-9553
PRECIOUS Moments
has opening for infants
and children on 1st and
2nd shift. Newly re-certified, high standards.
489-2699

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556

Articles
For Sale

Appliances

92 Cougar, V-8, tach,
sun-root, new transmission, A/C. tires.
loaded $2,575 OBO
Washer 753-4109

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

CINDERELLA prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue.
$150 each.
270-492-8614

(270)753-1713

FREE
DISH Network 4-room
Satellite system.
Amenca's Top 60
channels for only
$19.99/mo. Get your
choice of HBO,
Cinemax, Starz. or
Showtime FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
HD Televisions
Plasma, LCD. DLP. &
CRTs. Brands by
Toshiba. Sony, LG.
Zenith, & JVC. We
also have a large
selection of entertainment centers & TV
carts. Beasley TV
759-0901

Calloway County
ictorial History &
Family History
Books
759-493b
753-2350

Want lo Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges.
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heaters Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars & trucks.
Cal Larry 753-3633
WANTED
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235

Whirlpool

u gcbes5

NEE

All Types of Refuse Service

An Equal Opportunity Employe'

270-753-2411

PLAYSTAT1ON 1 & 2
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square.
Huge Selection. Great
Prices! 753-0530
DIRT

DADDY S
TOP SOIL
Best the county has
Cat Terrell Tidwell

753-9075
(270)227-2193
YAMAHA Terapro 4
wheeler PTO w/ 48"
mower. $2,500
293-1681

Check us out on the Web!

WARD-ELKINS

On ihe Square Murray

LIKE new 5 piece be,
room suite $500
753-5344
SOLID oak dining tat)1.with leaf, 6 chairs. ai, •
heat pad. $250. Log)'
pine TV armoire, S7
293-8285

RILEYS USED
FURNITURE
We pay cash
for good used
furniture
753-8501

MURRAY mower,
16hp, 46"-cut, hydrostat transmission
5300.00.753-7930 or
293-1761
NNW EfluiPHIR9
MITSUBISHI 3000 lb
orklift, 2000
yea
model. 250 hours on
new engine, new pneu
mattc tire, new paint
210-3237
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
**OWNER
Financing*"
model
Late
blewide. 3BR
$5.000 down.
month 193 Seth
Call 753-1011

dou2BA
$695
Lane

***OWNER
Financing***
Late model doublewide
2BA, $5.000
3BR
down $645 month 110
Sundance Lane Cali
753-1011
***OWNER
Financing"
Late model doublewode
3BR
2BA
$4.000
down, $495 month
2220 Wrather Road
Call 753-1011
1995 16x1110 38R 28A
be
Must
moved
516,000 753-5998

CLASSIFIEDS

4B • !Steadily, March 26, 2007
114/5.
FARMERS 04-Sti till KS

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

tit II Ill-k'N

St HI)IVII*KS

Murray Ledger &

JUST 641Sil TES Fitt)34 11112 sl ss
121 FM I LASF. kid sir

•All Size

Units

And Make Your Event a Success!

Pitaw
0-110,
With 1,
reh o
ard s.,asef

'Now Have

753-3853
Stoups Rantals

143
Acres
In 20 tracts

HI St E-STATE TRACTS RANGING FROM:
Fern) Service Agency Showing 125 Acres of Tillable Land

NORTH 15TH STREET(NEXT TO WAR MEMORIAL STADIUM)
ItKAL ESTATE TERMS: IS% Down Day of Sale Balance in M)De s.

270-436-5496
270-293-6906

HARRIS

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

Real Estate 8 Auction

2088 State Route 45 north - Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
Auctioneer
Dole Pay Harr"

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE

(270) 247-3253 or 1-800-38041318

•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

"PEOPLE WORKING FOR PEOPLE"

Saturday, April 7, 2007
10:00 AM

1 17l

ommerosi Prop.
For Sale

LOCATION:
3624 Hwy. 464
I Backusburg Rd.)
Kirksey, KI'

BUILDING For Sale
229/ State Route 94
East 1-1'2 miles from
downtown
2,588
square feet 803 acre
lot Formerly Red Oaks
Bndles to Britches Call
753-5856 cell 2937127

Front Slurra lrakel 121 North 2.6
\files to Ilixs. 299, lurn Right
l'oiserd 4 Miles In 11%.. 464
• Flackin.burg Rd.i. turn Left On
Harku.hurg Rd. Sod [ravel 3.6
Stiles lo site. From Slinfleld lake
11... 464 •Au 411ackushurg itd.i 9.6
Stile' Iii Priipert. %Jim Posted."

10.15
Acres

11011111 & BARN ON 10 15 ACRES
IN s IR.-ACTS & COMBINATIONS
sr-‘511 k 5111111- I ED 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME -

••

• 'S

tit tin•411 I With li,.k

2

5,

idi I

11•41.a

1,411111.,2

R. I.,er
114'.) I V'

'.1.

.!..r

I,,,'. 511 Soturtrtl IS, I - 2 \
14 vri 4. I I .1„
„
rk ik rt ic• f,..7 '/14, r t.,
I it %, I I•
RI .11 1 .1.1. Sell. Si HEIM %%1 iiwi-lion Held 11n Site Si 3624 Hwy 464 Hsciushur•
INV TRACT, COMBINATION, OR ENTIRE PROPERTY"
HI
tillaaluiliLLiuMujill
.01 I PTIN Alt ,a,..411111 VI, Sir Sisi
l'on1
,11 ,Lyr k I
Pruv,,
4,11n.
WV ,I
• 1 ,r.

OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location 753-2905
293-1480
PRIME retail-commercial space in Murray
Either 3650 or 1825
sq ft 270-331-8782
Pets & Suppllee

HARRIS

DOG Obedience
436-28511

Real Estate B Ruction
tn,..

,r.•

r/' Or

Mayfield K entuc k y 420oe

SHIN TZU mix pups
$150 SAW,CKC registered 731-514-5671

1. or /1

(270) 247-3253 or 1-800-380-4318
"PEOPLE WORKING FOR PEOPLE-

Calloway Carden/Essex Dow [is
Apartments
[)me • Murra. ISN 42071
I5os
270-753-8556
TIM 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
•viarinienis
)IIC J1k1 1%4,
( ciitial Ileat and Air
cP1111/: \111'1
11"11`
"

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
p.m. to 4 p.m.

I

ONLY ONE LEFT"
Awesome 3BR 2BA
with sun room & deluxe
appliance package"
Save thousands"
731.584-9109

USE YOUR LAND TO
SECURE GOVERN
MENT FINANCING ON
YOUR NEW HOME
Apply by March 31
731 584 4926 Ext 107
WOW" New 38R 28A
land'home package"
Payments as low as
$399 Call for appointment 731-584-9430
Nome For Reid
SMALL 28R $225
Large 28R $275
753-8012

2BR apartments avail
able Great location 1
year lease. 1 month
deposit no pets
753-2905
2BR duplex. 1302-A
Valleywood 759-9920
293-1446
2BR duplex nice
CH A appliances fur
nrshed Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898
2f3F1 near MSU C H A
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898
902-B N 20th St . very
rece 2BR 2BA $650
month Available 4.1
753-5344
MSU'
TO
CLOSE
Affordable 1 bedroom

apartments including
basic kitchen appli
ances and lovely covarea
ered
picnic
S285/mo unfurnished
$335irno nicely fur

nished
lhalle Nome Lots For Awl
$110 pea month Newer
homes only 492-8488
Ron! lor
111----[
t& 2 bck acts No pets
Leave a message
270-753-1970
1 OR AY ants nOar
Murray
downtown
starting at $200 rno
753-4109

Ian near 1‘451.1

otner

locations available
appliances Coleman
RE 753 9096

I

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday Friday
Phone 759 4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
# Kw 648 6055
r
RED OAKS APTS
Special
$100 Deposit

liorase For Sell

1998 Waverlee 16x80
Vinyl siding shingle
2BA
38R
roof.
extremely nice
270-489-2525

Apsrlawits For Rent

762-0991 or

559-1164
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newty Remodeled
1BR $29000
28F1 $34000
38R $42500
$100 depose special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appoint
merit
7334221

1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today'
753-8668
340
Kama For Rent

CH
2BA
2BR
Immaculate condition
Fenced yard with out
building
Attached
garage $695 month
1504
plus deposit

Belmont No pets
270-293-4602
270-293-37'O
2I3R lake front properts
with deep water dock
$'50 month '59-9046
436-5258
3BR IBA completely
remodeled with new

C H A No pets $750
month

plus

SHIN- TZU puppies
AKC first shots &
wormed. 5300-350
270-251 0310
SIAMESE cal Spayed
declawed S75 OBO
227-8577

753-5086
(270)527-2931

ir

ra4nwnt.

(all 761-4558,
ask for Kristin.

or disererniratiOn based
tar.. color. religion
Sex or rational origin.
or an intention to make
any such preference.
limilat“,n or diSCriTe
nation Tics newspaper
1
ciii
knowingly
act opt any advertising

for rear estate which is
of the law
Our readers are hereby
all
that
informed
dwellings advertised in

this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis

deposit

1626 Miller Ave
270-293-4602
270-293-3710

\i Bi Hoi st s
%in) Local intl.
*ionditi
"It or Terms
( all 76)-110Ni!
14663)
%It)

38-R house Lease &
deposit required
753-4109

Rae*
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

NOW OPEN:
Ito 14,1.155

l• acre lot with well in
Stella 4 miles from
Murray Call ceN
*678-640-8013
ACM.

Hwy 12i% .1.-rins from
Naticeal Guard Armory

1170-7511-531111

1 to 300 acres West
Calloway Owner
financing 4.89-2116.
leave message

• 140 Bright Pre-Priced Labels

For all your lawn and
landscape needs.

1 Stop Construction,
New homes, add-ons,

C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.

HILL'S Lawn Mowing
Free estiService
mates. 898-1752 or

COULD BE

We care about your
home Home repairs,
roofing.
additions,
decks, floor repair &
coverings, siding
-FREE ESTIMATES"'
Cali (270)753-1499
or (731)247-5464

HERE FOR

icroberlson @wIc.net

remodeling & all electrical needs Licensed &
insured 978-2758
YOUR AD

ONLY $75.00
A MONTH

Bush trimming, gutter
cleaning, spring cleaning, & much more

[kill Electric

CHASE & Mike
Stockwell's Metal
Roofing & Vinyl Siding

Vans

MILLS & SON

1993 Astro 16ft 90HP
Merc Mint condition,
always garage kept
$6 A00 080
. 1 '1695
530
Semen Offered

LAM
LAWN SERVICE
landitaping, Tree &
Shrub trimming
Sahltairtion guaranteed

CaN 753-1816
11

Small household
t2pair & yard work
Senior friendly.

753-4344 • 2"-5644

Lamb's Lawn
Servit•e
MON mg. multhill,_
I-tee estimates
Sarislaction (I.: •
Relline:i I dello

1- eve st

Pressure Washing

MI II Ill Rs
Luc\

270-227-6160
436-2867 Lamb s
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal. etc Insured

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean

110

IslINItils

Free
estimates Call Craig
Fox at 270-492-8156
270-293-0034

,2-4N291-11411

I DC lami Care

DM HANDYMAN

lop iol the lint iipopini-nt
Mow ingAlulching
petitiie Prices
rec

We do all the odd lobs

you don I have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs.

293-6872

decks.
293-5438

out garages. gutters
Junk & tree work

Doan Electrical
Services

A-1 Joe's Mower
repair, tune-up spe
cials 436-2867

LAWN
Free estimates
759-4564.

LAWN Mowing.

wOOd bock siding

concrete decks & more

437-3044
AFFORDABLE.
dependable lawn care
489-2027
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,

porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding
mobile home repair
sagging floors, termite
& water damage Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS

OR

‘sphall Pa% ing &
tivalcnating
& Res.
Licensed & Insured.

Todd

767-0433. 350-0954

FREE
• CK 11
270-221-2864
FUTRELL S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding. firewood Insured
489-2839.

I. \I I M\ 51
io I( -F:
\‘‘

ASPHALT paving.
sealcoating. maintenance Mitchell
Brothers Paving
759-0501 or 753-1537

BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113

Dozer work &
Track hoe
BEBBER Flooring
Carpet, vinyl, tile hardwood, laminate installations. 293-9340
CITRUS Lawn Care
Scheduled,
reliable
Property management
trimming
Mowing,
mulch, shrubs, tree
tnmming. gutter clean•
ing, hauling available
Call Steve 767 9178

.Flooring 'Decks
*Vinyl siding •All other
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed & Insured
NEED help?
Handyman Services

All remodeling, inside
& out, Tile. electrical
Over 30 years experience. (731)247-3001,
(731)363-3511.
(731)782-3218.
(731)363-3513
I Hancock@wk.net

TON
LAWN CARE
.0)11 urx'sing. teniltzin.2

direh triiurnini, I,
hush hrii!

tali i..st

753-8682
Cell: 227-0726

TRAVIS ASPHALT
270-753-2279

GARDEN

OF EDEN
LAWN CARE

489-2663 • 293-6073

Green Acres
Lawn Care,

dependable

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

TYLER'S
SERVICE
painting,
lawncare, odd

jobs

270-753-8306
270-293-4373

Check out the
classifieds at

rim

HEATED
POWERWASH

We clean vinyl, brick,
concrete, aluminum
black top sidewalks
boats and morel
Free estimates
Call
270-227-0339.
270-227-2367
YARD mowing starting
in the city at $15 a
yard 270-705-3555
YARD Tech Lawn
Care

Lawn fertilized
sprayed liming bed
maintenance
mulching 210-6268

270-436-5507
POOR lawn service?
Call me' Accepting

new customers for
2007 Lawns will be
maintained by owner
Professional training
18 years experience
Professional results
guaranteed David
761-4700, 433-5085
Reasonable rates Call
Terry at 759-1811 or

293-1745

Need help
Promoting your
Business?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger &
Times

270-753-1916

WEFIX!Tic;

Remodeling. Siding. Drywall
Point Light Fixtures Rotted or
Soft Floor Repair, Roof Leaks
Plumbing Leaks Etc

II LL'S WAS'E
\ ‘N V.1 %IFNI
,

WET WILLY'S

YARD work

A Cut Above The
Rest
'Shrub and tree
trimming
-Gutter cleaning
'Other services
•Ouality service at
affordable prices
227-8658
753-6294

• weekly h spr,

RELIABLE
LAWN CARE

NADEAU'S
Construction

Arid Resl

trio
ti

Jimmy Reed
270-705-0443
Mike Weaks
270-705-0399

METAL installed on
houses and barns
N
Contact Damn
phone 270-752-0414

Indii-

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured.

systems, storm
Shelters.

270-293-6119

(ell 127111 293-7061
Itititit 27111759-9545

1)141

R&W Backhoe. Dozer
& Trucking, LLC.
Specializing in building
pads, driveways septic

mow ing & Irimnhirl2

270-752-11179

753-9562

1270) 293-8726
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

1998 Lowe Aluminum
bass boat. 25 HP
Johnson. rigged for
pan fish 753-5958

JOE'S 10B5

Since 1%46
Res . Corn.. & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All lobs - big or small

293-5215 or 293-0234

227-7020

24 Nom SERVICA

'88 Jimmy 2.8. Rebuilt
trans engine needs
work. S800 OBO
1270)978-1284

2000 Lowe 1765 9r.•
2 Eagle
Evinrude
graphs. Tite-Lok spider
rig system, ready for
water, good condition

Services Offered

Services Offered

looking for yards to
mow 10+ years experience, references
available Call Patnck
0 841-2952

19 Duracraft Crappie
Special with Johnson
trolling motor, flasher
135HP
and LCR
Evinrude 4 cycle keit
iniection w'stainlesr
prop 16181776-5532

0IV

Services Offered

Lawn Service.

FOR rent
campe
hookups water, sewer
& electric
For sale 328 camper.
sleeps 6. $3.750
270-436-6280

$35

Please No Phone Calls

223-6562

759-1085, 227-6238

Campos

3

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve

COLLEGE student

'10

$20

Free Pallets

Services Offered

227-8575 Dirt Cheap

01 Z71 Quad cab
loaded. 103k. $12.900
neg. (270)345-2719

$28

130

99 Expedition. Red
Eddie Bauer leather.
loaded. 3rd row seat.
rear air. 120.000 miles.
$8.900 080 293-8285

2001 ('IRS'.

$16

1001 Whittled
Office hours: 7:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday-Friday

• Sales Record Form

CALL 753-1916

'-II) F.xtrenit.
Fat.cab,mama
paid, why*,bad

$18

LEDGER&IIMES
Ave.• Murray

• Pre-Sale Checklist

Spat MIN Vehicles

1990 GMC utility ;an
Ladder rack, automatic less than 400 miles
motor.
rebuilt
on
$1.800 731-343-3805

1
2

. 0 MURRAY
1

• Successful Garage Sale Tips

1 Lawn

;eel Estee

•ai Fair Housing
Al-? 1968 as amende.d which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference limitation

• 2 Fluorescent 11- x 14" All-weather &VS

REDUCED'
New construction,
ready to move in
116 Thoroughbred
Drive Call daytime
293-9747, 752-0624
Evenings 753-3966

2004 2500 Chevy van
V8,
158.000 miles
electric windows &
locks, storage bins
inside ladder rack on
top 210-3237

$11

CALL JILL OR JULIE AT
753-1916 FOR DETAILS!

Each Kit includes:

STOCKDALE
LANDSCAPING
S. TREF FARM

94 blue Jeep
Cherokee $1,600
293-1193, 978-2090

Vc

'includes all words in ad

READY to move in.
new construction
under $200.000. 3 bdr,
2 bath Covered front
porch, great neighborhood We have other
properties also, call
today 293-0139

SOG 50 pit bike with 72
cc big bore kit, same as
new $1.700 OBO Call
492-8156 or 293-0034

31-70
words'

4

We will bus sour
hollse or take o‘

ewer.Sao trunk.
2934472•436450
All Rea' Estate adver
the newspape
s.,hie.ct to the

-1
I
ii

•l'
• '''°
•
..
e I.

IMMLDIALE
DEBT RELIEF

Used Trucks

\OM sink ‘1.1
UNFURNISHED 1 -BR
close to carrvpus deal
for one person, no
pets available January
3rd 753-5900

FSBO Country living.
1 -mile from court
square. 38R. 1 -Bath,
1,839 sq. ft. 7-acres,
woods, barn. pasture,
2-car shop, Old Salem
Rd, $110,000 Open
House 3/31/07,
12-4pm 753-0494

500

R
SLI.1.1(
PR( PERTV
AT VI ("[ION

0...I1I
.
"
i••t•
'X 1
'g. IP
•
•

•I" ...0*

1553 Oxford 4BR
2 5BA, bonus room,
30x36 attached
garage 293-4183,
759-1506

Cc/mance)Prop. For Rent

In 5 tracts

SU F II tIt's - Ill 11,1/151. SILKS - ROLLING LAND
I•

(270) 753-6266
Cell. (270) 293-4183
9 am - 4 p.m. M-F

Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th St.

SI CI ION HELD AT MA FIELD GRAVES CO.SENIOR CENTER ON

XI

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

2.77 Acres to 25.21 Acres

RI ‘I I St SI I UK

PRICES:
30 words # of
or less' days

360

PRIME LEVEL FARMLAND WITH IMMEDIATE
PLANTING PRIVILEGES, WOODED BUILDING
TIC4CTS, OLDER HOME WITH BUILDINGS,3
ROAD FRONTAGES, OPEN TERRAIN, HUNTING
TRACTS, UNLIMITED POTENTIAL

Count!,

ale Ad!

Climate Control

lx•Atiun Hey 1124 Tbcd• Rd & Claysos
lId larnungion KY From Mayfield. KY.
!Ake 121 South 2 auks to Hwy 1124. prexn.1 northeast un 11244 taalc, to the farm.
rom 1-amungiim KY take 564 Borth 22
II‘” 1124 rum right and go 1/2
miles
rnik 5., farm From Murray. KY take 121
,iorth III rules ici Farrningtoa. KY, then s64
\ sigma Poo*/!

•

Get Your Yard Sale Kit

Available

BETWEEN MAYFIELD
& MURRAY,KY.

I

Ai

• locally ON nod/operated

7510-115l.293.27s3
293-2784

WE CLEAN UP C2041,E,S5L2911.L
licensed & Fully Insured

goo

his I inn (oksiluno
GA lorry be*er by.. ihrtchies••

11WL7

59-4704

,

